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Trackk Reconstruction and Point
Sourcee Searches with ANTARES

Thee picture on the cover was produced with the event display program, A 3 D , which was
developedd in the context of the work for this thesis. The image shows a simulated neutrino
withh an energy of 30 TeV. which interacts just below the sea bed to produce an 11 TeV
union.. The optical modules are represented by the small spheres. The larger, coloured
spheress represent the hits. The size of the spheres is a measure of the hit amplitude,
whilee the colour encodes the detection time (according to the figure on the back). Lines
connectingg the hits to the muon track indicate the path of the Gherenkov photons. Hits
whichh are not connected to the muon track are background hits. For clarity, the distance
betweenn the optical modules and the string is exaggerated by a factor of four. The grid
drawnn on the sea bed measures 300 x 300 m 2 .
Thee image in the background is a photograph of the star Antares (top-right) and its
surroundings.. I thank the photographer, Rick Krejci. for his kind permission to use this
image. .
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Introduction n
AsAs we know, there are known knowns. There are things we know we know.
WeWe also know there are known unknowns.
ThatThat is to say, we know there are some things we do not know.
ButBut there are also unknown unknowns: the ones we don't know we don't know.
—— D.H. Rumsfeld
Inn 2002, the Nobel prize for physics was awarded to Raymond Davis, Masatoshi
Koshiba,, and Riccardo Giacconi. Giacconi is one of the founders of the field of X-ray
astronomy.. Davis and Koshiba were awarded the prize "for pioneering contributions to
astrophysics,astrophysics, in particular for the detection of cosmic neutrinos".
Daviss and his colleagues were the first to take on the challenge to measure neutrinos
fromm the Sun by detecting the reaction ve + 37C1 —> 37 Ar + e in a tank of chlorine [1].
Thee detection of these neutrinos proved that nuclear fusion is the energy source of t h e
Sun.. However, the number of detected neutrinos was smaller than what was predicted by
modelss of the nuclear processes in the Sun. These observations were confirmed, amongst
others,, by the group headed by Koshiba using the Kamiokande-II detector [2]. In 1998, the
successorr of this experiment, called Super-Kamiokande, observed evidence for oscillations
off atmospheric muon-neutrinos, which implies a non-zero neutrino mass. Since then, it
hass become widely accepted that neutrino oscillations also offer an explanation for t h e
observedd deficit of solar neutrinos. The final piece of this puzzle was provided in 2002
byy the SNO experiment. By measuring (flavour blind) neutral current interactions, this
experimentt showed that the total number of neutrinos is in agreement with the model
predictionss [3]. The missing electron-neutrinos must therefore have oscillated into muonorr r-neutrinos.
Inn 1987, the Kamiokande-II [4] and 1MB [5] detectors observed a total of 20 neutrinos
fromm a supernova explosion in the Large Magellanic cloud, thereby confirming the theoreticall models for core collapse supernovae. The observation of cosmic neutrinos has thus not
onlyy lead to an increase in our understanding of the Sun and of supernova explosions, but
itt has also provided new knowledge in the field of particle physics. In fact, the existence of
massivee neutrinos is one of the few experimental results available today that hint directly
att physics beyond the standard model of particle physics. Interestingly, other clues also
seemm to come predominantly from the field of astronomy (e.g. dark matter) or cosmology
(darkk energy).
Anotherr longstanding problem that involves both particle physics and astronomy is
thee origin of high energy cosmic rays. Since their discovery in 1912, it has become clear
thatt primary cosmic rays consist of protons and nuclei that have been accelerated up to
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(very)) high energies. The acceleration is thought to take place in astrophysical objects
thatt release large amounts of energy, such as Active Galactic Nuclei, Gamma Ray Bursts
andd (Galactic) Supernova remnants. However, this hypothesis cannot easily be tested
becausee the detected cosmic rays do not point to their source, because they are deflected
byy the magnetic fields in the universe. Fortunately, many models of cosmic ray accelerationn predict that a fraction of the accelerated particles interacts with matter or photons
inn the source. These interactions inevitably produce neutrinos, which will escape from
thee acceleration region. Since the neutrinos are not perturbed by magnetic fields, their
detectionn could make it possible to identify the source, thus providing evidence for the
accelerationn of cosmic rays in that source.
Moree generally, at very high energies astronomy with photons becomes infeasible, becausee they are absorbed on the low energy photons from the cosmic background radiation.
Thiss limits the path length of a 10 TeV photon, for example, to roughly the distance of
thee nearest active galaxy [6]. In contrast, neutrinos offer a means to study the universe at
veryy high energies or large distances. Moreover, they can be used to study dense regions
off the universe from which photons can not escape.
Whereass the neutrinos produced in the Sun and in supernova explosions have energiess of the order of several MeVs, the neutrinos produced by cosmic ray accelerators are
thoughtt to have much higher energies. The ANTARES detector, which is described in
thiss thesis, is being built to detect these neutrinos. Focusing on high energy neutrinos
hass several advantages: 1) The cross-section for neutrino interactions increases with energy,, which enhances the detection probability. 2) The energetic reaction products are
detectablee with a sparsely instrumented detector. This makes it possible to use very large
(natural)) detection volumes cost effectively. 3) The direction of the particles produced
inn a neutrino interaction is closely correlated to the direction of the neutrino. The directionn of the neutrino can thus be determined, provided that the direction of the reaction
productss can be determined.
Inn this thesis, the emphasis is on the detection of muon-neutrinos. The direction of the
unionn that is produced in a charged current interaction, must be reconstructed from the
measurementt of the Cherenkov light it emits while traversing the detector. A method that
wass developed for this purpose is one of t h e subjects of this thesis. If multiple neutrinos
willl be observed from the same direction in the sky, this may indicate the presence of a
point-likee source of neutrinos. A method to search for point sources and the expected
discoveryy potential of the ANTARES detector are also presented.
Thiss thesis is organised as follows. In chapter 1 a brief overview of the knowledge
off cosmic rays and the mechanism for neutrinos production is given. Chapter 2 starts
withh an introduction to the ANTARES experiment. This is followed by a summary of
thee first measurements that were obtained with a small prototype detector. In chapter 3
thee tools used for the simulation of the neutrino interaction, the propagation of the muon
andd the response of the detector are described. Chapter 4 describes the method that was
developedd for the reconstruction of the direction of the muons that traverse the detector,
whichh is of crucial importance for the pointing accuracy of the telescope. The method
usedd to reconstruct the muon energy is also briefly discussed. In chapter 5 it is discussed
howw the background from atmospheric muons can be rejected. This is followed by a
discussionn of the detector performance in terms of pointing accuracy and effective area.

22
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Inn chapter 6 a method is presented that can be used to search for astrophysical point
sourcess of neutrinos. This leads to an estimate of the discovery potential of the final
ANTARESS detector.

33

Chapterr 1
Cosmicc ray acceleration and
neutrinoo production
Thee motivation for the attempts to detect cosmic neutrinos is related to the present (lack
of)) knowledge on high energy Cosmic Rays (CRs). The very high energies these particles
cann reach suggest that some astrophysical objects are capable of particle acceleration up to
highh energies. However, the sources of thee CRs cannot be directly identified, because their
directionss are randomised by the (inter-)galactic magnetic fields. One way of identifying
CRR sources is via detection of neutrinos produced by interactions of CR in or around the
source. .
Sectionn 1.1 contains a brief discussion of CRs and the mechanism by which they may
bee accelerated. This is relevant because the question of the CR origin is one of the main
motivationss for the search for point sources of high energy cosmic neutrinos, but also
becausee the CR spectra at the source are an ingredient for models of neutrino production.
Somee aspects of these models and candidate neutrino sources are the topic of section 1.2.
AA more extensive discussion of CRs and neutrino production can be found in e.g. [7] and
[8]. .

1.11

Cosmic rays

Highh energy protons and nuclei are detected directly by experiments on board satellites
andd balloons and indirectly by observing the extensive air showers they cause in the
Earth'ss atmosphere. The measured flux of high energy protons and nuclei impinging on
thee Earth's atmosphere is shown in figure 1.1. The energies of the particles span many
orderss of magnitude, up to energies above 1020 eV. The differential flux can be described
byy a power law:

wheree 7 is the spectral index. The measured value of 7 changes from about 2.7 to about
3.00 at an energy of roughly 3 x 10 15 eV. This feature is known as the 'knee' of the spectrum.
Att energies of about 3 x 10 18 eV, the spectral index changes again to a value of about 2.7.
Thiss feature is known as the 'ankle'.
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Figuree 1.1: The all particle spectrum of cosmic rays taken from [9].

Forr a relativistic particle with electric charge q and energy E in a magnetic field B, the
radiuss of gyration is given by the Larmor radius RL = E/qB. In the Galactic magnetic
fieldd protons with energies up to 10 18 eV have a Larmor radius which is smaller than the
sizee of the Galaxy and can remain confined to the Galaxy. Up to these energies, CRs are
thereforee thought to have a Galactic origin. The flattening of the spectrum at the ankle
mayy be associated with the onset of the extra-Galactic component.

1.1.11

Shock acceleration

Thee mechanism most likely responsible for accelerating particles up to observed CR energiess is known as 'shock acceleration' or 'first order Fermi acceleration' (see [7] or [10]
forr more details). This process occurs when two plasmas collide, forming a shock at the
boundary.. In this model, particles are magnetically confined to the source and they are
elasticallyy scattered by magnetic irregularities that are frozen into the plasma. On both
sidess of the shock front, the scattering will result in an isotropic velocity distribution of
thee particle with respect to the local medium. Figure 1.2 depicts the situation in the
'lab'' frame, where the shock propagates through the stationary interstellar medium with
velocityy V„. The velocity u of the matter behind the shock is related to the shock velocity
byy hydrodynamics. In case the shock speed is much larger than the speed of sound in the
plasma,, the relation is [10]
uu = \vs.

(1.2)

Whenn a relativistic particle with energy E\ crosses the shock front from the unshocked to
thee shocked medium at an angle 6\, its energy in the rest frame of the shocked medium is

(> >
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This energy will not change in the elastic
E[E[ = TEi(l + - cosöi), where T = (1 — \)~ï.
scattering.. When the particle enters the unshocked medium again, under an angle 9'2 as
measuredd from the shocked medium, its energy is
EE22 = r 2 £ ' 1 ( l +u u- cos6*0(1 +a a- c o s 0 £ ) .
cc
cc

(1.3) )

Forr isotropic fluxes, average values of cos^i and cos9'2 for particles crossing the shock
frontt are (cose1!) = (cos 6*2) = 2/3. The average fractional energy increase e is thus given
by y
__ / AE \ _ E2 - Ex _ 4 u _ Vs
(1.4) )
3c c
EEx x
\\ E I
wheree terms of order \ are neglected. Thus, the energy of the particle is increased by a
constantt factor every time it goes back and forth over the shock front.

magg nette

shockedd medium

unshockedd medium

Figuree 1.2: Cartoon of the shock acceleration mechanism.
A particle moves from the
unshockedunshocked medium, which is at rest in this picture, into the shocked medium, where it
elasticallyelastically scatters on the irregular magnetic Belds. When returning back to the unshocked
medium,medium, the particle has gained a fraction Vs/c of its original energy.

Particless are advected away from the shock region together with the shocked material
withh velocity Vs/A. The number of particles escaping from the source per unit time and
areaa is therefore pVs/A, where p is the density of cosmic rays. The flux of particles crossing
thee shock back into the unshocked medium follows from the projection of an isotropic flux
onn the plane of the shock front. It is given by cp/A. The probability that a particle escapes
fromm the shock region by advection instead of crossing back into the unshocked medium, is
thereforee PeSc = Va/c. The combination of a constant increase in energy e with a constant
escapee probability PesC, gives rise to a power law spectrum:
dN dN
o c £ -~dE ~dE

ln(l-fW) )

(1.5) )
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Neutrinos

Thee values of P^ and e derived above are both much smaller than one and lead to a value
forr the spectral index of 7 = 2. More detailed calculations indicate that values between
2.11 and 2.4 may be more realistic [6]. Nevertheless, many models of neutrino production
assumee a 'generic 1 spectrum of protons proportional to E~2.
Thee acceleration stops when the particles can no longer be confined to the source
regionn by the magnetic field, when the energy loss via synchrotron radiation or inelastic
interactionss becomes comparable to the energy gain from the acceleration process, or
whenn the shock decays.
T h ee observed CR spectrum is steeper than the typical spectra predicted by the shock
accelerationn mechanism. This can be explained by models of CR propagation through the
galaxy,, wdiich predict that high energy CRs have a higher probability to escape from the
Galacticc magnetic field. The remaining particles therefore have a steeper spectrum. For
extra-Galacticc sources, the steepness of the observed spectrum is influenced by redshift
andd the GZK effect [11] [12]. The expected shape of the spectrum at very high energies
thereforee depends on the distribution of CR sources in the universe.

1.22

Neutrinos

Thee sources of CRs can not be identified easily, since the directional information of the
particless is lost as they propagate through the (mter-)galactie magnetic field. Instead,
thee sources could be identified by observing neutrinos that are produced in interactions
off CRs in or near the source.

1.2.11

Neutrino production

Modelss of neutrino production rely on interactions of accelerated protons {or nuclei) with
photonn or matter fields in or near the accelerating astrophysical objects. In these interactions,, charged and neutral pions are produced:
pp + 7 o r p

:t

+ N27T° + X,

(1.6)

wheree A7 « Ar2. The charged pions then decay to give neutrinos, while neutron pions
decayy into photons:
7T++

—

fl+ + v^ -> e + + ve + v^ + 9^

7T~~

-*

fJL~ + Up —> e~ + Ve + l/p + Up

(1.7)

7T°° —> 7 + ").
Thee exact value of the ratio between the number of charged and neutral pions depends
onn the type (p or 7) and on the centre of mass energy, but the numbers of produced
photonss and neutrinos 1 are always roughly equal [13]. The fluxes of neutrinos and high
energyy photons are therefore closely related. In many environments, however, the high
energyy photons from the 7r° decay initiate electro-magnetic cascades via the production
off e + e _ -pairs. The result is that the energy of the photons is emitted as non-thermal
11
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Since neutrino telescopes can not distinguish between v and £>, this distinction is not made.
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radiationn at lower energies (where the cross section for pair production has decreased to
thee point where photons can escape). As a result, only the bolometric (i.e. integrated
overr energy) fluxes of photons and neutrinos are related. Many models of the neutrino
fluxesfluxes are therefore normalised to (some fraction of) the X-ray or gamma ray luminosity
off the source. It should, however, be noted that this is not a very robust procedure, since
non-thermall radiation can also be generated through synchrotron radiation of electrons
(inn which case no neutrinos are predicted).
Thee shape of the neutrino spectrum is calculated from the shape of the spectrum of
thee interacting protons, which is almost always taken to be proportional to E~2, and
fromm the spectrum of the target photons or protons. Near the pion production threshold,
interactionss with photons occur predominantly via the A + resonance:
pp + 7 -> A + -» 7r+ +n,

(1.8)

whichh establishes a relation between the energies of the interacting photon and proton:
AEAEPPE^E^ = c\Ml

- M2p).

(1.9)

Forr high proton energies, roughly 20% of the proton energy is transferred to the pion and
thee neutrinos finally acquire about 5% of the proton energy. The neutrino spectrum thus
followss the distribution of the energy of the interacting protons, which can be calculated
byy computing the number of pq pairs available for A production. The relevant photon
spectraa are often known from observations. For a sharply peaked photon spectrum, as is
thee case for a thermal radiation field, the neutrino energy spectrum follows the shape of the
protonn spectrum {E~2). In many sources, the target photons are non-thermal and have a
(broken)) power law spectrum, which results in a break in the predicted neutrino spectrum.
Iff interactions with protons dominate, the centre of mass energy is virtually always above
thee pion production threshold and the produced spectrum of neutrinos follows the proton
energyy spectrum (see e.g.[14]).

1.2.22

Candidate neutrino sources

Manyy astrophysical objects exhibiting non-thermal photon spectra, which hints at particle
acceleration.. If hadrons are accelerated in these objects, they could be sources of high
energyy neutrinos. A number of candidate sources is discussed below.
A c t i v ee G a l a c t i c N u c l e i : Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) are objects associated with the
centress of galaxies. The amount of energy released by these objects as non-thermal
radiationn exceeds that of any other type of object known. The energy is thought to
bee provided by the gravitational energy of matter falling onto a super-massive (10 8
Solarr masses) black hole. In some cases, AGNs are observed to emit relativistic jets.
Modelss exist for neutrino production in both the accretion disk, where the target
forr photomeson production is provided by thermal photons, and in the jets, where
thee target can also consist of synchrotron photons [15]. Neutrino production in jets
iss particularly interesting if the jet axis is oriented along the line of sight. Such
objectss are called blazars.
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G a m m aa ray bursts: Gamma ray bursts (GRBs) are short, very luminous eruptions of
MeVV photons. The observed radiation is believed to be produced by electrons that
aree accelerated by shock waves in relativistic (T pa 300) jets. It is suggested in [16]
thatt protons accelerated in GRBs may be responsible for the highest energy CR,s.
Iff protons are indeed accelerated in GRBs, the MeV photons provide a target for
photomesonn production [17]. In this model, the neutrino flux is thus normalised
too the CR flux and may be detectable by ANTARES (see section 6.6). There is
recentt evidence that GRBs are associated with supernovae [18]. If the GRB and
supernovaa occur simultaneously, neutrinos are also generated while the GRB jet is
stilll burrowing its way through the stellar envelope [19].
S u p e r n o v aa R e m n a n t s : The matter ejected in supernova explosions collides with interstellarr matter, forming a shock wave at. which particle acceleration may occur. These1
supernovaa remnants (SNRs) are thought to be responsible for the production of the
bulkk of the CRs with energies up to about 10 15 eV. Interactions of CRs with ambient
matterr are expected to produce neutrinos and gamma rays via decay of charged and
neutrall pions. Indeed, a number of SNRs have been observed to emit gamma rays
off energies up to the TeV range. For one SNR, it has been claimed that the TeV
gammaa spectrum is indicative of 7r° decay [20], which would be evidence for the
accelerationn of protons. However, such claims are controversial [21] and models that
explainn the TeV emission by inverse Compton scattering of accelerated electrons on
ambientt photons are not considered obsolete.
Inn a sub-class of SNRs, a rapidly spinning neutron star, which is the residue of
thee progenitor star, fills the SNR with a 'pulsar wind' consisting of electrons and
positronss emitting strong synchrotron radiation. Such configurations are called plerions.. Acceleration of protons and nuclei could take place at shocks in the pulsar
windd [7]. Alternatively, the magnetic field configuration of a rapidly rotating neutron
starr could lead to acceleration of protons and nuclei [22], The supernova remnant
wouldd provide a target for these particles. The neutrino fluxes are usually predicted
byy assuming that (part of) the observed gamma ray flux is produced by the decay
off 7T°s, which should be produced in roughly equal amounts as 7r s, which produce
neutrinoss [23] [24].
M i c r o q u a s a r s :: Microquasars are Galactic X-ray binary systems, which exhibit relativisticc jets. They are believed to consist of a central stellar mass black hole or neutron
starr that accretes matter from a companion star. Microquasars thus resemble AGNs,
butt on a much smaller scale. If, in addition to electrons, hadrons are accelerated in
thee jet, interactions with the synchrotron photons produced by accelerated electrons
wouldd lead to neutrino production [25]. In [26] neutrino fluxes and event rates are
predictedd for a number of Galactic microquasars. Some of them may be detectable
byy ANTARES as will be shown in section 6.6.
Figuree 1.3 shows a compilation of flux predictions for point-like sources of neutrinos,
takenn from [6]. In section 6.6 we will comment the sensitivity of ANTARES to these
fluxes. .
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Figuree 1.3: Summary of neutrino flux models for point sources of v^s. The diffuse atmosphericmospheric neutrino flux and the flux of CR neutrinos from the Galactic disc have been
integratedintegrated over a 1° x 1° solid angle. (T) AGN core model (with pp interactions) by Nellen
et.et. al. [14] for 3C273 or similarly for Mrk501 during its bursting phase in 1997, if it emits
halfhalf of the TeV gamma ray flux in neutrinos. (2) Stecker and Salomon [15] for 3C273 due
toto p7 interactions. © Mannheim [27] model for the jet of 3C273. @ Colafrancesco et al.
[28][28] model for the Coma cluster of galaxies. © Bednarek and Protheroe [29] model for
thethe Crab nebula. © Ingelman and Thunman [30] model for neutrinos produced by CR
interactionsinteractions in the Sun. (7) Gaisser et al. [31] model for SNR IC443. © idem for 7 Cygni.
@@ Atoyan et al. [32] model for SNR CasA. Figure taken from [6[.

1.2.33

Other sources of neutrinos

Detectionn of cosmic neutrinos produced via proton acceleration is the main goal of large
neutrinoo telescopes such as ANTARES, but other sources of neutrinos are known to exist.
Inn addition there are some speculative sources that could provide an interesting neutrino
signal.. The most important sources of neutrinos are listed below.
A t m o s p h e r i cc neutrinos: Cosmic rays interact in the Earth's atmosphere, producing a
showerr of particles. In this shower, neutrinos are produced through the decay of
chargedd pions (and also kaons and charmed mesons). The resulting neutrino flux
dominatess any (hypothetical) cosmic neutrino flux at low energies. Thousands of
thesee neutrinos will be detected by ANTARES.
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C o s m i cc ray n e u t r i n o s from t h e Galactic disc: Diffuse CRs propagating through the
Galaxyy will interact with the interstellar medium and produce gamma rays (from
7T°)) and neutrinos (from TT^ decay). As a result, one expects part of the neutrino
fluxflux to be correlated with the matter density in the Galaxy.
G Z KK neutrinos: If the highest energy CRs are produced at cosmological distances and
thee GZK effect exists, the energy lost by the protons will be converted into neutrinos
andd photons of very high energy. Only the neutrinos can propagate further and can
bee detected. Having very high energies and a flux comparable to the flux of the
highestt energy CRs, they could be detected by experiments like AUGER [33].
N e u t r i n o ss from dark m a t t e r annihilation: There is evidence that a large fraction of
thee matter in the Universe must be non-baryonic. One possibility is that this matter
consistss of WIMPs (weakly interacting massive particles), which may be associated
withh the particles predicted by supersymmetric extensions of the Standard Model.
Thee supersymmetric partners of the Higgs and gauge bosons combine into mass
eigenstatess called neutralinos. The lightest neutralino could be stable, which would
makee it a viable dark matter candidate.
Neutralinoss produced shortly after the big bang, may become gravitationally bound
too astrophysical objects like the Sun, Earth or the Calactic centre, where they lose
energyy in elastic interactions with ordinary matter. The result is a dense population
off neutralinos, which may then lead to annihilation. Depending on the properties
off the neutralino, the annihilation produces a mix of gauge and Higgs bosons and
heavyy fermions, which subsequently decay. Among the decay products are gamma
rayss and neutrinos. The latter are particularly interesting when the neutralinos are
clusteredd in the core of objects that are opaque to gamma rays. Neutrinos from
neutralinoo annihilation in the centre of the Sun may be detected by ANTARES for
certainn supersymmetric models [34].

1.2.44

Effect of neutrino oscillations on the flux

Beingg unaffected by magnetic fields, photons and large column densities of matter, neutrinoss can propagate freely through the universe without being absorbed or deflected. The
onlyy complication is that oscillations of neutrinos will induce flavour changes while the
neutrinoss propagate through the universe.
Thee present knowledge on neutrino mixing is summarised in [35]. The smallest allowed
A m 22 is 5.4 x 10~ 5 e V 2 / c 2 . For neutrino energies below a PeV, this leads to an oscillation
lengthh < 0.01 lightyear. The potential sources of cosmic neutrinos are thus located many
oscillationn lengths away. On Earth, all oscillations will be averaged out, so that the
probabilityy of a neutrino changing flavour from a to (3 is given by the 'classical limit':
P ( ^ - ^ )) = ^ | t / m | 2 l ^ l 2 .

(1-10)

ii

Wheree U is the 3 x 3 neutrino mixing matrix and the summation is over the three mass
eigenstates. .
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Thee neutrino mixing matrix is now fairly well constrained by a global fit to data
fromm Solar, atmospheric, accelerator and reactor experiments [36]. This allows the flavour
compositionn of the neutrino flux on Earth to be calculated as a function of the composition
att production. The flavour composition expected from charged pion decay is ve : vM : vT =
1 : 2 : 00 (see equation 1.7). In environments with very high magnetic fields, the muons
losee energy due to synchrotron radiation before decaying, leading to a suppression of the
vvee flux with respect to the v^ flux. In the extreme case this leads to a flavour mixture
vvee : Up : vr = 0 : 1 : 0. For either mixture, the resulting neutrino flux at the Earth has
beenn calculated. The result is shown in figure 1.4. One can see that all neutrino flavours
occurr with roughly the same flux, regardless of the composition at production. The flux
off muon neutrinos is reduced by a factor 2 (or 3 in case ve
vvT T 0 : 1 : 0 ) .. It is
furthermoree clear that, for the purpose of neutrino astronomy, the neutrino mixing matrix
iss already sufficiently constrained, since neutrino mixing only accounts for a systematic
uncertaintyy of about 20%.
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Chapterr 2
Thee ANTARES detector
Inn this chapter, the basic principles of targe underwater neutrino telescopes are discussed.
Thee detector that is being built by the ANTARES collaboration is described. A summary
off the first results obtained with a prototype detector is presented in section 2.4.

2.11

High energy neutrino telescopes

2.1.11

Detection principle

Thee detection principle is depicted in figure 2.1. Neutrinos are detected when they interact
withh a nucleon 1 N via either charged current (ui + N —> / + X) or neutral current {vi +
NN —> V[ + X) weak interactions. Relativistic charged particles produced by the neutrino
interactionn emit Cherenkov radiation in the sea water. The detector operates by detecting
thee intensity and arrival time of this light on a three-dimensional array of PhotoMultiplier
Tubess (PMTs). From these measurements, the properties of the neutrino are inferred.
Thee experimental signature depends on the type of reaction and on the neutrino flavour
(seee figure 2.2). In general, high energy neutrino interactions result in the breakup of t h e
targett nucleon. The remnants form a hadronic shower. The Cherenkov light emitted by
thee charged particles in the shower can be detected if the interaction occurs inside or near
thee instrumented volume of the detector. In the case of a neutral current interaction,
onlyy the hadronic shower can be detected, while charged current interactions will produce
chargedd leptons that produce additional light. The electron resulting from a charged
currentt ue interaction will produce an electro-magnetic shower. Muons, resulting from v^
interactionss can travel a considerable distance before they are stopped. In vT interactions,
thee produced r-lepton travels some distance (depending on its energy) before it decays
andd produces a second shower.
Inn this thesis the focus will be on up-going muon neutrinos, which are especially interestingg for a search for point sources in the energy range between about 100 GeV and
11 PeV. In this energy range, the hadronic shower can occur outside the detector volume,
whilee the muons are energetic enough to completely traverse the detector. This gives
aa clean experimental signal which allows accurate reconstruction of the muon direction.
'Forr our purposes, cross-sections for interaction with atomic electrons are negligible, except in the
ca.see of vei which can interact via the exchange of a resonant W~ at E„r = 6.3 PeV [37].
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Figuree 2.1: Detection principle of neutrino telescopes. After having traversed the Earth,
neutrinoneutrino interactions can produce up-going nmons or electrons. The Cherenkov light they
produceproduce in the sea water is detected by an array of photomultiplier
tubes. The main
backgroundbackground consists of atmospheric muons. Up-going muons produced by atmospheric
neutrinosneutrinos also form a background.

Ass will be shown in chapter 3, the directions of the muon and the neutrino are closely
correlated,, which allows for accurate determination of the neutrino direction. Furthermore,, the long range of the muon effectively increases the volume of the detector, since
neutrinoss can be detected even when the interaction occurs several kilometres outside the
instrumentedd volume.
Airr showers induced by interactions of cosmic rays with the Earth's atmosphere producee so-called atmospheric muons and neutrinos. The atmospheric muons can penetrate
thee atmosphere and up to several kilometres of sea water. Despite the overburden of 2
kmm of water, many atmospheric down-going muons will reach the detector. As is shown
inn figure 2.3, the flux of down-going atmospheric muons exceeds the muon flux due to
neutrinoss by six orders of magnitude. Up-going muons, on the other hand, can only
bee produced by interactions of (up-going) neutrinos. Therefore neutrino telescopes must
bee sensitive to up-going muons; i.e. neutrino telescopes are 'looking downward'. Most
off the up-going muons are produced by atmospheric neutrinos that have traversed the
Earth.. These neutrinos form a largely irreducible background for the study of cosmic
muonn neutrinos.
AA diffuse flux of high energy cosmic neutrinos, which may be the combined result
off many unresolvable neutrino sources, could only be detected above the atmosphericneutrinoo background at very high energies, where the atmospheric neutrino flux is low due
too the steep energy spectrum (see [38] for a recent study of the sensitivity of ANTARES
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1) )

Figuree 2.2: Signatures of the event topologies occurring for different types of neutrino
interactions.interactions. 1) Neutral current interaction producing only a hadronic shower. 2) Charged
currentcurrent (CC) interaction of a ve, initiating an electro-magnetic and a hadronic shower. 3)
CCCC interaction of a v^ producing a long range muon. 4) CC interaction of a vT, producing
aa T that decays after some distance.

too diffuse fluxes). On the other hand, individual astrophysical objects emitting sizable
neutrinoo fluxes could show up above the background as an excess of neutrino events from
aa particular direction. The search for these 'point sources' is the subject of chapter 6
off this thesis. In contrast to diffuse neutrino fluxes, the detection of a point source will
probablyy allow for immediate identification of the (type of) source object by correlating
withh other (e.g. optical or X-ray) observations.
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Cherenkov radiation

Cherenkovv radiation is emitted by particles that travel through a transparent medium
withh a velocity that exceeds the speed of light in the medium. The radiation is emitted at
aa characteristic angle with respect to the track. This angle is called the Cherenkov angle.
6c6c and is given by
0 rr = arccos f — J ,

(2.1)

wheree 3 is the velocity of the particle expressed as a fraction of the speed of light in
vacuum,, c, and n is the index of refraction of the medium. For highly relativistic particles
{:i{:i « 1) in water. 0C is about 42.5°.
Thee number of Cherenkov photons is given by [41]
dNdNyy

_ 2na. /

1 \

wheree a is the finestructure constant, A is the wavelength of the Cherenkov photon. This
amountss to 3.5 x 10'1 photons emitted at wavelengths between 300 and 600 nm per metre
off track

2.22

The ANTARES detector

ANTARESS is an acronym for 'Astronomy with a Neutrino Telescope and Abyss environmentall RESearch\ The ANTARES collaboration is building a neutrino telescope in the
Mediterraneann Sea, at a depth of 2.4 km. The detector site is located roughly 40 km off
thee coast of the south of France at a latitude of 42°50 (see figure 2.5). The schematic
layoutt of the detector is shown in figure 2.4.
Thee basic building blocks of the detector are the Optical Modules (OMs). A schematicvieww and a photograph of an OM are shown in figure 2.6. Each OM consists of a pressure
resistantt glass sphere with a diameter of 43 cm, which houses a photomultiplier tube
(PMT)) and the electronics that provide the high voltage. The P M T is glued to one of the
hemispheress with transparent silicone rubber gel. The other hemisphere is painted black
andd houses a 'penetrator' which provides the electrical connection between the inside and
thee outside of the OM. The photomultiplier tube selected for the ANTARES detector
iss the Hamamatsu R7081-20 which has a diameter of 10 inches and has 14 amplification
stages.. The timing resolution of the PMT is one of the key parameters that determine the
angularr resolution of the detector. It is determined by the spread in the transit time. This
transitt time spread (TTS) is about 1.3 ns (RMS) for this PMT. When optimally oriented,
thee projected area of the photocathode is 440 cm 2 , which corresponds roughly to the
diameterr of 10 inches. A large part of the P M T is enclosed in a cage of high permeability
metall (//-metal), which serves to shield the Earth's magnetic field, thus optimising the
uniformityy of the P M T response. A detailed description of the ANTARES optical module
andd the assembly procedure is given in [42].
Threee OMs are grouped together to form a 'floor', which is depicted in figure 2.8. The
fieldd of view of the OMs is oriented downwards, at an angle of 45 degrees with respect to
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Figuree 2.4: Schematic layout of the ANTARES detector. Three optical modules, containinging one PMT each, together with a local control module make up a 'floor'. Each string
consistsconsists of 25 floors and is connected to the junction box. The data are sent to the shore,
wherewhere they are processed by a computer farm situated in the shore station.

thee vertical. The OMs are fixed to a titanium structure, called the optical module frame,
thatt provides the mechanical connection to the vertical cable. This structure also houses
aa container for the electronics, called the Local Control Module (LCM).
Fivee floors are grouped together to form a sector, which is a stand-alone unit as far as
thee power distribution and Data AcQuisition (DAQ) systems are concerned. Each sector
containss a Master Local Control Module (MLCM), that collects the data produced in the
floorss of a sector and sends them to shore. A prototype sector has been built and operated
inn 2003. The obtained results will be discussed in section 2.4.
AA full string will consist of five sectors (25 floors). The distance between two adjacent
floorsfloors is 14.5 m. The bottom 100 m of a string is not instrumented to allow for the
developmentt of the Cherenkov cone. Located at the bottom of the string is the bottom
stringg socket (BSS). which houses a dead weight, which keeps the string on the sea bed. To
alloww strings to be recuperated, they can be released from the BSS by issuing an acoustic
commandd from a ship on the surface. The strings are held upright by a buoy located at
thee top.
Thee full detector will consist of 12 strings, which brings the total number of OMs to
33 x 25 x 12 = 900. The position of the strings on the sea bed is shown in figure 2.7.
Eachh string will be connected to a central junction box, which provides the connection to
thee 40 km long cable to the shore station located in the village of La Seyne-sur-Mer (see
figuree 2.5). This cable was deployed in October 2001 and the junction box was connected
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Figuree 2.5: Location of the ANTARES site. The distance to the south coast of France is
roughlyroughly 40 km.
too it in December 2002.

2.33

Data acquisition and calibration

Ass was mentioned earlier, each sector has an independent Data AcQuisition (DAQ) system.. This is schematically depicted in figure 2.9. Various aspects of the DAQ system are
discussedd below.

2.3.11

Clock system

Thee reconstruction of muon tracks relies on accurate determination of the arrival times
off the Cherenkov photons. The signals from the PMTs are time-stamped by the local
electronics.. For this, a (20 MHz) master clock signal is generated on the shore station
andd is distributed through an optical fibre network to local (slave) clocks in the LCMs.
Offsetss between the local clocks are induced by differences in the optical path lengths
involvedd in the distribution of the clock signal. In order to measure this optical path
length,, a calibration signal can be sent to an LCM which is then returned via the same
opticall path. From the delays between the sent and returned signals, the relative offsets
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Figuree 2.6: Schematic view and a photograph
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off the clocks in the LCMs are determined.
Inn order to correlate the data with other observations (e.g. from satellites detecting
gammaa rays bursts), an absolute timing accuracy of the order of a millisecond is required.
Thiss is realised by linking the master clock to the Global Positioning System (GPS).

2.3.22

Hit digitisation

AA front-end chip, called the ARS (Analogue Ring Sampler) [43] is used to digitise the
analoguee P M T signal. The digitisation is triggered when the voltage crosses a certain
thresholdd (typically the equivalent of 0.3 photo-electrons).
Thee ARS produces 'hits' by time-stamping the analogue signal and by integrating
thee current on the anode over a programmable time interval (25-80 ns). This yields an
estimatee of the charge, which can be related to the number of photo-electrons (p.e.).
Thee time-stamp is provided by the local clock of the LCM. Sub-nanosecond precision is
achievedd by a time-to-voltage converter (TVC) that is used to interpolate between two
subsequentt clock pulses. The voltage provided by the TVC is digitised with an eight-bit
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Figuree 2.8: Drawing of the optical moduleule frame showing the three optical module
spheresspheres and the cylindrical container for the
electronics.electronics. The (glass) cylinder at the top
houseshouses the optical beacon (see section 2.3.4).
AA hydrophone is visible on the left-bottom of
thethe picture.

analogue-to-digitall converter. The maximal attainable timing resolution of the ARS is
thereforee (20MHz)- 1 x 256" 1 « 0.2 ns.
Thee ARS can sample a complete pulse on the P M T anode. To minimise the bandwidth
requirements,, this option is only triggered for pulses with large amplitudes or when the
signall resembles a double pulse. The ARS decides autonomously whether one of these
criteriaa is met. The pulses are sampled with a programmable frequency (up to 1 GHz).
Inn this thesis, we assume that this 'waveform mode' is permanently disabled.
T h ee digitisation procedure induces dead-time on the ARS. In order to reduce the
effectt of this dead time, each P M T is read out by two ARSs, which alternately digitise
thee analogue pulses.

2.3.33

Data transport and processing

Thee time and charge information of each hit is sent to the shore. This scheme eliminates
thee need for an off-shore trigger, but it requires a high bandwidth data link from the
detectorr to the shore as the expected average count rate of about 70 kHz per P M T results
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Figuree 2.9: Schematic drawing of the DAQ
systemsystem of a sector. The signal path from
thethe OMs to shore (and vice versa) is indicated.cated. The analogue signals of the PMTs
areare digitised by the ARS chips, processed
inin the LCM and transmitted to shore via
thethe MLCM. Also indicated is the clock system,tem, which distributes a clock signal from
thethe master clock on shore to the local (slave)
clocksclocks in the LCMs. The local clocks providevide the time to the ARSs. The numbering
schemescheme of the floors, OMs and ARSs will be
usedused in section 2.4.

inn a data rate of about 625 M b / s for each detector string.
Thee data produced by the ARS chips are formatted by the processor in the LCM and
aree then sent to the MLCM. From there, the data are transmitted to shore via a 1 Gb
opticall Ethernet link. On shore, the data are processed using a computer farm. Finally,
thee events found are written to disk for off-line analysis.

2.3.44

Calibration

T i m i n gg calibration
Ass explained in section 2.3.1, the relative delays between the slave clocks can be measured
internallyy by the clock system. This measurement does not take into account the transit
timee of the PMT, which depends on the high voltage put on the P M T and which may
changee during the operation of the detector. The transit time can be measured by flashing
aa LED located inside the optical module (see figure 2.6) which illuminates the back of the
photocathode.. Since both the LED trigger and the resulting P M T signal are recorded by
thee ARS, the transit time can be determined directly.
Inn addition to the clock system and the LED calibration, there are two systems that
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aree intended for calibration of the whole system. For this, four floors per string will be
equippedd with an "optical beacon'. This device consists of a set of pulsed LEDs which
illuminatee a number of OMs on neighbouring strings. The analysis of the resulting hit
timess provides the overall calibration of the P M T and the clock system. In addition there
willl be a similar system which employs a powerful pulsed laser located at the bottom of
aa string to illuminate a large part of the detector.
P o s i t i o nn c a l i b r a t i o n
Sincee the optical modules are mounted on flexible strings, their positions and orientations
aree influenced by currents in the sea water and must therefore be monitored. The orientationn of each optical module frame is measured by a compass and a tiltmeter located inside
thee LCM container. In addition, one in five floors will be equipped with a hydrophone
whichh records acoustic signals from transmitters located at the bottom of the strings.
Measurementss of the propagation times of these signals can be used to determine the
positionn of the hydrophones. Together, the measurements from the tiltmeters. compasses
andd the acoustic system provide a measurement of the relative position of the OMs with
ann accuracy of a few centimetres.
Thee absolute geographical position of the detector will be determined with an accuracy
off a few metres during string deployment. The absolute orientation of the detector must
bee measured with an accuracy smaller than 0.1° (i.e. smaller than the expected pointing
accuracyy of the detector). This will be accomplished by a set of additional transponders.
Theirr positions are measured with respect to the detector and with respect to a ship at the
surface.. The absolute position of the ship is determined using an on-board GPS system.
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Sector line

Inn this section, the first results obtained with a prototype sector line are presented. Becausee the sector is the basic building block of a full string, the construction, deployment
andd operation of the sector line have been important tests of the hardware and operational
methods.. The first data were obtained while the sector line was located in a dark room in
thee laboratory. As will be shown in the next section, these data could be used to verify the
timingg accuracy of the detector. The sector line was then deployed at the ANTARES site
inn December 2002. The connection to the already deployed junction box, which provides
thee connection to the shore station via the main electro-optical cable, was made on March
17,, 2003. Since then data were taken almost continuously until the recovery of the line
onn July 10, 2003, allowing a study of the optical background at the ANTARES site.
Thee DAQ and clock systems of the sector line are identical to those designed for the
finall detector. They were discussed in section 2.3. The convention we use in this section
forr numbering the floors, OMs and ARSs is given in figure 2.9.

2.55

Sector line dark room results

Figuree 2.10: Photograph of the sectortor line while it was located in the
darkdark room. The OMs were covered
withwith Rower pots. The PMTs could
bebe illuminated simultaneously by a
lightlight from a (common) laser that
waswas distributed to the bottom of
eacheach flower pot through fibres of
identicalidentical length.

Inn order to verify the functioning of the PMTs and the DAQ system and to determine
thee timing accuracy, the sector line was tested in the laboratory prior to deployment. The
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OMss were illuminated by a pulsed laser with a pulse width of about 100 ps. The light from
thee laser was distributed to the OMs through optical fibres of equal length, thus ensuring
thee simultaneous arrival of light at each OM. In order to avoid indirect illumination, the
sensitivee surfaces of the OMs were shielded by plastic pots, as is shown in figure 2.10.
AA diffuser at the bottom of the pots, ensured uniform illumination of a large fraction of
thee photocathode. Data were taken using the standard DAQ and clock systems. Below
wee describe how these data are used to calibrate the timing system and to determine the
overalll timing accuracy.

2.5.11

TVC calibration

Thee digitised hit times produced by the ARS consist of two components. The first componentt is the value of the 20 MHz clock, which is synchronised to the on-shore master clock.
Thee second component consists of a one-byte value that is obtained by the digitisation
off a time-to-voltage converter (TVC). The TVC value corresponds to an interpolation of
thee time between two consecutive clock ticks.
Inn order to minimise dead-time, each ARS chip is equipped with two TVCs. Each
T V CC must be calibrated individually. This calibration is performed using histograms of
thee output value U of the TVCs. An example of such a histogram is shown in figure 2.11a.
Ass can be seen, only part of the full dynamic range of the TVCs is used. The minimal
andd maximal values of U differ per TVC, but the design ensures that each TVC maps a
timee domain of a full clock period, which was 50 ns during the test. The relation between
T V CC value U and hit time t is given by

t=t= ([lr'UT°\

X50DS + C

(2.3)

wheree Uo and U$Q are the minimal and maximal values of the TVC respectively and C is
ann arbitrary constant.
Althoughh the TVC output in figure 2.11 shows non-statistical fluctuations that are
relatedd to the digitisation process, the distribution is uniform on a scale of several bins.
Thiss is expected as the input signals of the TVC are uncorrected with respect to the
clock.. The uniformity of the TVC output is illustrated in figure 2.11b, which shows the
cumulativee distribution, which is normalised to the known time interval of 50 ns. This
distributionn is well described by a straight line fit. From the line fit, the values of U0
andd t/50 are obtained using equation 2.3. The deviation between the straight line fit and
thee cumulative distribution of the TVC values is shown in figure 2.11c. It shows that the
slightt non-linearity of the TVC induces errors of the order of 0.1 ns.

2.5.22

Time offsets

T h ee clock signal is distributed to each floor using optical fibres of different length, which
resultss in time offsets between the local clocks in the various floors (typically 120 ns
betweenn two adjacent floors). Furthermore there are differences in the delays associated
withh the transit time of the PMTs and the electronics. The relative offset of each ARS
chipp and the timing resolution can be determined using the laser calibration system.
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Inn order to determine the relative offsets, the laser was flashed at a typical rate of
2500 Hz. The distribution of the time differences between all pairs of hits occurring in
aa 13 ms time window on two ARS chips on different PMTs is shown in figure 2.12. In
thiss plot, ARSs 1 and 6 are used, which are located on adjacent floors. The central peak
(At(At « 0 ms) is caused by pairs of hits from the same laser flash. The other peaks are
formedd by pairs of hits that are caused by different laser flashes. The observed time
differencee between the peaks (4 ms) corresponds to the rate of the laser flashes (250 Hz).
Thee offset between the two ARSs was obtained from the (fitted) mean of the central peak.
Inn figure 2.13 the offsets of the ARSs with respect to a reference ARS (no. 0) are shown.
Ass expected, the differences in the fibre lengths result in offsets of about 120 ns between
adjacentt floors. The differences in fibre length have also been measured using the internal
calibrationn mechanism of the clock system (see section 2.3.1). The offsets that remain
afterr correction for these delays are shown in figure 2.13b. They are of the order of a
feww nanoseconds. The strong correlation between offsets of ARSs connected to the same
P M TT suggests that these offsets could be largely due to differences in the transit time of
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Figuree 2.12: Distribution of the time differences between hits as recorded before calibration.tion. The right plot shows a close up of the peak at At « 0 ms and the fitted Gaussian
function. function.

thee PMTs. Note that no data point is present for ARS 25; for unknown reasons, this chip
hass never functioned after the sector line was built.

2.5.33

Time resolution

Besidess the time offsets in the system, the overall time resolution of a single ARS (including
thee P M T ) can also be determined from the distributions of the time difference between
pairss of ARSs. In this case, the width of the distributions is used. If the underlying
responsee functions are Gaussian and uncorrelated, the width of such a distribution is a
quadraticc sum of the widths of the response functions. The resolution obtained with a
particularr ARS. <7;, can then be estimated from the measured widths of the distributions
off the time differences with two other ARSs which are labelled j and k:
aa

<<

=^CTu+(Jl

'jki 'jki

(2.4) )

wheree o,j is the width of the distribution of the time differences between ARSs i and j .
Equationn 2.3 has been applied for several combinations of j and k. In the ideal case,
thee value of of should be independent of the choice of j and k. A small dependence
has,, however, been observed. The reason for this is that the response of the ARSs is not
perfectlyy Gaussian. The spread in the obtained cr, is interpreted as the uncertainty on the
determinationn of the time resolution.
Thee time resolutions of the ARSs are shown in figure 2.14 for two different laser
intensities.. Unfortunately, no quantitative measurements of the laser intensity were made.
T h ee time resolution obtained with the low laser intensity is in reasonable agreement with
thee known TTS of 1.3 ns. The higher laser intensity yields a better time resolution,
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Figuree 2.13: Top: Time offset before calibration. Bottom: Time offset after correction for
timetime delays of the local clocks determined with the clock system.

whichh is expected because the TTS is decreased when multiple photons are detected
simultaneously.. This is because the transit time is effectively determined by the photoelectronn with the smallest transit time. The spread in the arrival time of the first photoelectronn decreases if the total number of photo-electrons increases. ARS 24 exhibits a
muchh worse time resolution than all the others. The reason for this is not understood,
butt is likely to be related to the failure of ARS 25, which is connected to the same PMT.
Itt can be concluded that the time resolution achieved with the sector line in the
darkk room is in agreement with the 1.3 ns that was expected and which is used in the
simulationss in this thesis. In chapter 5 it will be shown that such a time resolution is
sufficientt to reconstruct the directions of muons with an accuracy of ~ 0.2°.
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Results from the deployed sector line

Itt was planned to measure atmospheric muons with the deployed prototype sector line.
However,, the accurate determination of the relative photon arrival times proved to be
impossiblee due to a technical problem with the distribution of the reference clock signal.
Afterr recovery of the line, the cause of the problem was found to lie in a defect in the string
cable.. When the cable is immersed, the combined effect of the defect and the high pressure
causess excessive optical attenuation in the fibre that was used for the distribution of the
clockk signal. A different cable design will be used in the future to prevent this problem.
Thee only measurements that were possible while the sector line was deployed were
measurementss of the intensity of the optical background. A typical time series of the
backgroundd rate is shown in figure 2.15. The optical background consists of a 'baseline',
whichh gives a continuous contribution to the count rate, and of bursts, which increase the
countt rate to up to several MHz over time-scales of the order of a second. The baseline
iss probably formed by a combination of light from decaying radioactive elements ( 40 K)
inn the sea water and a diffuse bioluminescence background. The 'bursts' are thought to
bee produced by organisms hitting parts of the detector, which stimulates them to emit
light.. There are both isolated bursts, seen by a single OM, as well as bursts that are seen
byy two or more OMs in the triplet. The former could be due to organisms hitting the
OMM itself, while the latter are probably due to collisions with the vertical cable. Also
inter-floorr correlations are sometimes observed.
Overall,, the data can be summarised by two quantities: the baseline rate, which is
definedd as the median of the recorded count rate in a 15 minutes interval, and the burst
fraction,, which is defined as the fraction of time the count rate exceeds the baseline rate
byy more than 20%. These two quantities were monitored over almost the full data taking
period.. The results are shown in figure 2.16. Both the baseline and the burst fraction
showw some long periods of increased activity.
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Epilogue

Whilee it had been foreseen that down-going muons would be reconstructed with the
prototypee sector line, this was not possible due to technical problems. However, the count
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ratee could be measured, allowing a study of the optical background at the ANTARES
site.. It turns out that this background is often higher than previously expected. For the
simulationss in this thesis, a constant background rate of 60kHz was assumed, which now
appearss to be optimistic for a large fraction of the data-taking time. The implications of
thee higher background on the physics potential of the detector remain to be studied in
detail. .
Thee preceding measurements in the laboratory have shown that the time resolution
obtainedd with the total system is roughly 1.3 ns, in accordance with expectations.
Att the moment of writing, it seems likely that the collaboration will decide to fix the
problemss that have come to light during immersion and to re-deploy the sector line in
2004.. It is planned that the full detector will be completed in 2006.
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Chapterr 3
Physicss and detector simulation
Inn this chapter the tools that are used to simulate the neutrino interactions and the
responsee of the detector are described.
Highh energy muons can travel up to tens of kilometres in rock or water before they
aree stopped. Muons from charged current neutrino-nucleon interactions occurring far
fromm the detector can thus still be detected. In order to evaluate the acceptance of the
detector,, neutrino interactions must therefore be generated in a large volume surrounding
thee detector (see figure 3.1). On the other hand, the emission of Cherenkov light and the
productionn of secondary particle showers need to be simulated only when the particles are
closee to the detector. The simulation of Cherenkov light and the development of hadronic
orr electro-magnetic showers is therefore restricted to a smaller volume, called the 'can'.
Thiss can is a cylindrical volume that encompasses the detector with a margin of a few
timess the attenuation length of light, so that Cherenkov light from particles outside the
cann does not need to be simulated.
Generatingg the neutrino interactions and propagating the muons to the can is the
purposee of the event generator GENHEN. Aspects of the event generation are discussed in
sectionn 3.2. The simulation of the Cherenkov light and the detector response is performed
byy two detector simulation packages, KM3 and GEASIM, which are described in section 3.3.
Inn section 3.1 it is discussed how the generated events can be weighted with a prediction
forr a neutrino flux in order to calculate an expected event rate.

3.11

M o n t e Carlo scheme and event weighting

Inn this section the event weighting method used in ANTARES is explained by calculating
thee rate of detectable muon events for an assumed neutrino flux.
Thee total rate of detected events originating from neutrino interactions occurring in a
geometricc volume V is given by the following integral:
R=R= f Pe(E, d) a(E) p(x)NA ^ [ f ' ^
JJ
dEdi I
wheree the following quantities have been introduced:
xx : the position of the neutrino interaction
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water r
rock k

Figuree 3.1: Overview of the simulation scheme: neutrino interactions are generated in a
largelarge (tens of kilometres) volume. The resulting muons are propagated to the can; only
insideinside the so-called can, the Cherenkov light and the detector response are simulated.

dd : the direction of the neutrino
dEddEd^'^'

: the differential neutrino flux. i.e. the number of neutrinos per unit energy (E),
solidd angle (fi), area and time. This is the flux of neutrinos before they enter the
Earth. .

P(X)NAP(X)NA
the number of target nucleons per unit volume, given by the density p times
Avogadro'ss number N&,
u(E)u(E)

: the total charged current neutrino-nucleon cross-section (see section 3.2.1),

P§(E,d)P§(E,d)
: the probability of a neutrino of energy E to traverse the Earth without undergoingg an interaction (see section 3.2.2) and
PPdetdet(x,(x,

d, E) : the probability to detect and reconstruct the event.

Thee detection probability Pdet(x,d,E)

depends on the following:

the energy and direction of the muon produced at the interaction vertex, which are
determinedd by the kinematics of the neutrino interaction (see section 3.2.1)
the probability that the muon reaches the detector and its direction and energy
whenn it does so (see section 3.2.3)
the characteristics of the detectable light produced by the muon and the response
off the detector (see section 3.3)
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reconstruction and selection algorithms (see chapters 4 and 5).
AA detailed evaluation of Pdet(x,d, E) is only feasible by means of a simulation. We will
thereforee evaluate integrals like equation 3.1 by means of Monte Carlo integration (see
e.g.. [44]), which means that the integral is approximated by evaluating the integrand at a
numberr of randomly chosen points in the overall phase space. An integral over a function
f(x,y)f(x,y) can, for example, be approximated by

nn

" / ( » . y ) « f e * « f e - 'N' )N( w - y i ) : CC ƒ(*,»),

(3-2)

wheree the xt and yt are random numbers, uniformly distributed in the intervals [xu x2] and
[yi[yi,, 2/2] respectively. In the context of simulations, each set of these random numbers is
calledd a (simulated) 'event'. This two-dimensional example generalises in a straightforward
wayy to every dimension.
Too calculate the integral of equation 3.1, random variables d{, xx and E% are generated
forr the neutrino direction, the position of the interaction and the energy of the neutrino respectively.. In addition, /> det is determined for each event; i.e. for each event, the neutrino
interaction,, muon propagation, detector response and reconstruction are simulated 1 . T h e
valuee of Pfet is either 1 or 0 depending on whether the event is detected, reconstructed
andd selected in the final analysis or not.
Thee direction of the neutrinos is generated uniformly in the cosine of the zenith angle
66 in the range [0 min ,# max ] and in the azimuth angle in the range [0,2ir]. In contrast, t h e
energyy of the interacting neutrinos is not generated uniformly in E but according to a
simplee power law spectrum: ^ p oc E~a, where a typically has a value of 1.4. This
iss done in order to ensure that roughly equal numbers of events are simulated for each
energyy decade. In order to apply equation 3.2 to the integral of equation 3.1, the latter
hass been rewritten:
RR = f P®{Ej)
JJ

a(E) p(x)NA

^ 7 7 ^ &* d-^E1'"
dtidil
1 — oc

dxdcos(9)d<P

(3.3)

Now,, the integral can be evaluated by Monte Carlo integration,
RR — -rr
jV

~ -- Y, P(B(Ei,i) a{Er) p($)NA d ^

P^ Et

(34)

gen n

wheree the value for Et is drawn from a distribution in which El~a is uniformly distributed
(i.e.. ^ oc E~a). A is known as the phase space of the generation:
AA = 2TT V x (cos# m a x - cos0 min ) x (Elm&: - E1^).

(3.5)

Too (re)calculate the event rate for any given neutrino flux it suffices to keep track of t h e
'generationn weight' of each event, which is defined as
wtwt = &^~Ef
11 — a

a{E{) pNA Pfei P9(EiM.

(3.6)

'Inn this simulation many more random numbers are generated (e.g. the kinematic variables of the
neutrinoo interaction). Since these variables are not used explicitly in the event weights, they are omitted
here. .
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Thee rate of detected events resulting from a flux $ can then be calculated as follows:

Inn the special case where all neutrinos originate from a point-like astrophysical source,
thee direction of the neutrinos is uniquely determined, but varies with time t due to the
rotationn of the Earth. In this case the integral in equation 3.1 reduces to an integral over
xx and E. Equation 3.4 then becomes

wheree ——^ is the differential flux from the point source, and
A'=V(E^-E^).A'=V(E^-E^).
AA specialised 'point source mode' has been included in the event generation software to
simulatee events from point sources.

3.22

Event generation

Neutrinoo induced events are generated using the GENHEN package, which is described in
detaill in [45]. The purpose of this program is to generate all particles that could generate
detectablee light. A large number of neutrino interactions (typically a few times 1010) is
generatedd in a cylinder surrounding the detector. This cylinder is typically 25 km in radius
andd height in order to ensure that all interactions that could lead to a muon in the detector
aree simulated. This size is determined from the maximal muon range (see section 3.2.3)
thatt is associated with the highest neutrino energy that is generated (typically E™3* = 107
GeV).. The GENHEN program simulates t h e neutrino interaction and the propagation of
thee muon to the can. Cuts are made on t h e muon energy and direction in order to avoid
fulll simulation of events with a negligible probability of producing a muon on the can.
Interactionss of neutrinos and anti-neutrinos are generated separately and are weighted
withh the corresponding fluxes. For models of cosmic neutrinos, the two fluxes are usually
assumedd to be equal.

3.2.11

Neutrino interactions

Inn general, two types of neutrino interactions are generated:
Quasii elastic a n d resonant scattering. Interactions such as v^ + n —> JJL + p (quasielastic)) and v^ + p — pT + A + + (resonant) give a small contribution to the total
cross-sectionn (about 10% for E > 10 GeV and less than 1% for E > 500GeV). They
aree simulated with the RESQUE package [46].
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C h a r g e dd current deep inelastic scattering. Charged Current (CC) Deep Inelastic
Scatteringg (DIS) events are generated with the L E P T O [47] package, which providess sampling of the first order double differential charged current cross-section to
obtainn the characteristics of the outgoing muon and the struck quark. The subsequentt hadronisation is modelled by the Lund string model, which is implemented in
L E P T OO via calls to P Y T H I A 5.7 and

J E T S E T 7.4

[48]

Sincee the DIS process dominates the observed event rate, the corresponding cross-sections
aree discussed below.
D e e pp inelastic scattering cross-section
Inn the simulation, it is assumed that the target consists of an equal amount of protons (p)
andd neutrons (n). The combination N = \{n + p) is referred to as an isoscalar nucleon.
Thee leading order double differential cross-section of the DIS charged current process
v^v^ + N ~> fi~ + X can be expressed as
-r-r-r-r = —
dxdydxdy

-K

,\ n
[xq(x, Q2) + (1 - y) xq{x, Q )],
n2
\ Qz + Mw /

(3.10)

wheree x, y and Q2 are the kinematic variables characterising the kinematics of the process
(seee e.g. [49]): y is the inelasticity y = (E - EJ/E,
the scaling variable x is denned as
xx = Q2/2M(E
- Ep) and -Q2 is the invariant square of the momentum transfered
betweenn the neutrino and the outgoing muon, and x = Q2/2M{E - E^). Furthermore,
GGFF is the Fermi coupling constant, M is the mass of the target nucleon, E is the energy
off the incident neutrino and Mw is the mass of the W boson. The distribution function
q(x,Qq(x,Q22)) contains contributions from the down (d), strange (s) and bottom (&) quarks in
thee nucleon N, i.e
Q=Q= y{dp + sp + bp + dn + sn + bn)7

(3.11)

wheree e.g. sp denotes the density of strange quarks (s) in the proton (p). In the same
way,, the anti-quark distribution q{x,Q2) can be expressed as
qq = y(üp + cp + ün + cn),

(3-12)

wheree c refers to the charm quark and where the contribution from top quarks has been
neglected. .
Underr the assumption of isospin symmetry, the quark densities in the neutron are
relatedd to those in the proton: un = dp, un = dp. It is furthermore assumed that the
seaa quark distributions in the neutron and proton are equal. As a result, q and q can be
expressedd entirely in terms of quark density functions in the proton:
qq =

p

+ up + 2sp + 2bp)

(3.13)

qq =

p

+ üp + 2cp).

(3.14)
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T h ee cross-section for anti-neutrino scattering is obtained from equation 3.10 after interchangingg the above quark and anti-quark distributions q and q.
Parameterisationss of the quark distributions are extracted from fits to data from experiments.. Here, the most recent fit obtained by the C T E Q collaboration, called CTEQ6D2
[50]] is used. Figure 3.2 shows the cross-section for neutrinos obtained by integration of
(3.10)) with the CTEQ6D parameterisations of the quark density function and with the
olderr versions CTEQ5D and CTEQ3D. The latter is in agreement (to the level of ~ 1%)
withh published values [51], which have been obtained using CTEQ3D and which are also
shownn in figure 3.2. This figure also show's the cross-section obtained from the LEPTO
packagee using the CTEQ6 parameterisations. This cross-section, which is actually used in
thee simulation, is smaller than the cross-section obtained from direct integration of equationn 3.10. At low energies the difference may be due to a cut on the invariant mass of the
hadronicc final state which is implemented in LEPTO. At. high energies the discrepancy is
duee to the fact that the cross-section used by LEPTO does not take into account scattering
offf b quarks. It is not trivial to modify LEPTO to include the contribution from b quarks,
sincee for a large part of the kinematic phase space the reaction is suppressed due to the
largee mass of the top quark. This effect is taken into account in the direct integration
off equation 3.10 by using the 'slow-rescaling' prescription [52], as was done in [51]. The
LEPTOO package was thus not modified, with an underestimation of the cross-sect ion (up
too 10% at E = 10 8 GeV) as a result.
Att neutrino energies E > 108 GeV there is a significant contribution to the crosssectionn from scattering off quarks at very small values of x (x < 10~ 6 ). In this regime, the
quarkk densities are poorly constrained by measurements and there are dramatic differences
betweenn the different versions of the CTEQ routines. This results in a large discrepancy
betweenn the CTEQ3 and CTEQ5 results: at E = 1012 GeV, the cross-section differs by
aboutt an order of magnitude. This difference could be interpreted as a kind of systematic
uncertaintyy on the cross-section due to the unknown behaviour of the quark densities at
loww x. However, it is expected that the behaviour of the CTEQ3 and CTEQ6 parameterisationss is more correct than that of CTEQ5, since in the latter, the quark densities
essentiallyy vanish in the low-,x regime. As can be seen in the figure, the LEPTO package
failss to integrate the cross-section for energies above 10 9 GeV.
Thee CTEQ6 parameterisations of the quark densities have error estimates associated
withh them which allows for a calculation of the uncertainty of the neutrino-nucleon crosssectionn stemming from the uncertainty of the quark density functions. This uncertainty
turnss out to be of the order of a fewT percent in the energy range 10 - 108 GeV. This is
shownn in figure 3.2(right).
C o m p o s i t i o nn of t h e interaction medium
Ass mentioned above, the interactions are generated for a target nucleus consisting of an
equall amount of protons and neutrons. This is a valid assumption if the interaction occurs
inn the rock ('standard rock' [53] has atomic mass A — 22, atomic number Z = 11 and
densityy p = 2.65 g cm^ 3 ). However, for water (A = 18, Z = 10, p = 1.04 g cm~ 3 ) this is
2
Thee 6 is a 'version number' and the D refers to the factorisation scheme that was used while performing
thee fits: in this case the so called DIS-scheme.
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Figuree 3.2: Left: Cross-sections of the charged current DIS process v^ + N —» fi~ + X
obtainedobtained by integration of equation 3.10 using the CTEQ3, CTEQ5 and CTEQ6 parameterisationseterisations of the quark density distributions.
Also shown are points taken from [51]
whichwhich were calculated with CTEQ3. The cross-section calculated by the LEPTO package
usingusing CTEQ6 is also shown. Right: The same results normalised to the CTEQ6 result.
TheThe uncertainty on the CTEQ6 result due to uncertainty of the quark density functions is
indicatedindicated by the filled area.

nott the case. The average cross-section for scattering on a water nucleon can be written
as s
11
(3.15) )
<7H2OO = °N + J^(<J,
Inn the low energy DIS regime, 2E. ~ 1(2) for (anti-)neutrinos and the error is of the order
°f£ £ =»» 4%. At high energies the error is smaller, since the difference between an and
crpp decreases as the contribution from sea quarks becomes more important. Hence, the
non-isoscalarityy of the interaction medium can be neglected.

3.2.22

Neutrino absorption in the Earth

Neutrinoss with energies above a TeV have a non-negligible probability to undergo a
chargedd current interaction in the Earth before reaching the vicinity of the detector.
Thee Earth is therefore opaque to very high energy neutrinos.
Thee amount of matter £ that the neutrino encounters while traversing the Earth was
takenn from [51]; it is shown in figure 3.3 as a function of the zenith angle 9. The column
densityy seen by neutrinos with 6 > 145° is enhanced due to the increased density of the
Earth'ss core. The probability that the neutrino survives its journey through the Earth,
PQ>,PQ>, i s g i v e n bY
PP(B(B{E,0){E,0) = e^{B)NAa{E)
(3.16)
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Figuree 3.3: Left: The density of the Earth, integrated over the path of the neutrino as
aa function of the direction of the neutrino expressed in water equivalent metres.
The
kinkkink in the figure is caused by the density discontinuity associated with the boundary
ofof the Earth's core. Right: The probability of a neutrino to traverse the Earth without
undergoingundergoing an interaction as a function of the direction (zenith angle) of the neutrino and
itsits energy.

andd is shown in figure 3.3(right) as a function of the energy and zenith angle of the
neutrino.. As was mentioned in section 3.1, this probability is taken into account in the
calculationn of the expected event rate.
Neutrall Current (NC) interactions of neutrinos in the Earth will result in a decrease
inn energy and a deviation from the original direction. At the relevant energies, the NC
cross-sectionn is about a factor 2 smaller t h a n the CC cross-section. A rough estimate of
thee fraction of neutrinos undergoing a NC interaction but not a CC one, yields 15% at
most.. This effect has been neglected.

3.2.33

Muon propagation

Whilee travelling from the interaction point to the detector, the muon loses energy. Furthermoree its direction is affected by multiple Coulomb scattering. The propagation of
thee muon through rock and sea water must therefore be simulated. For this, the MUSIC
[54]] package was used, which provides both simulation of the energy loss and of multiple
scattering 3 .. In the following, the physics processes included in the MUSIC code and the
relevantt results are described.
3
Theree exist other muon propagation codes, like the PROPMU package, which includes multiple scattering,, but has inaccuracies in the treatment of the energy loss. This package was used only for the
propagationn of atmospheric muons from sea level to the detector (see section 3.5.2) because it executes
moree quickly than MUSIC.
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E n e r g yy loss
Thee muon can lose energy via the following processes:
1.. ionisation: Atoms in the medium are ionised. The energy transfer to the electrons
iss usually modest, but occasionally the electrons obtain a non-negligible fraction of
thee muon energy. Such electrons are called 'knock-on electrons' (or ó-rays).
2.. bremsstrahlung: In the nuclear electric field, the muon radiates off a photon.
3.. pair production: An e+e~ pair is produced.
4.. photonuclear interactions: A virtual photon is exchanged with a nucleus.
Thee average energy loss per unit length as implemented in the MUSIC software is shown
inn figure 3.4 for each of these processes. Below about a TeV ionisation is the dominant
energyy loss mechanism and the energy loss is roughly constant at about 0.3 GeV/m. At
highh energies, pair production and bremsstrahlung are the dominating processes. For these
processes,, the energy loss is roughly proportional to the energy of the muon. Distributions
off the muon range (i.e. the distance the muon can travel before it is stopped) are shown
inn figure 3.5 for various values of the initial muon energy.
Angularr deviation
Deviationss of the direction of the muon are predominantly caused by multiple Coulomb
scatteringg off atomic nuclei. However, the processes responsible for the energy loss describedd above can also deflect the muon. Both effects are taken into account in MUSIC.
Ass is shown in figure 3.6, for the majority of the events, the scattering angle between the
neutrinoo and the initial muon is about an order of magnitude larger than the angle caused
byy multiple scattering of the muon itself. In conclusion, multiple scattering gives a small
contributionn to the angular resolution, but is nevertheless simulated.

3.33

Detector simulation

Inn this section the simulation of the detector response to particles is described. As explainedd before, this simulation is only done for particles inside the can volume. The
productionn of Cherenkov light is simulated for the muon itself and secondary particles
thatt may be produced. The propagation of Cherenkov light is also simulated. The two
programss used are called K M 3 and GEASIM.
Thee GEASIM package uses GEANT3 [55] to perform full tracking of all particles through
thee detector volume. For each particle, the arrival time of the Cherenkov light incident
onn the OMs is calculated analytically. The number of Cherenkov photons is calculated
takingg into account the attenuation of the light. A drawback of GEASIM is that scattering
off the Cherenkov light is not simulated. Furthermore, the full particle tracking results in
longg execution times especially for the simulation of high energy muons, which produce
largee secondary showers.
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Thee K M 3 program uses a modified version of the MUSIC package to propagate the muon
throughh the detector. This propagation is done in one metre steps. If the energy loss of
thee muon over this distance exceeds a critical value (0.3 GeV), an Electro-Magnetic (EM)
showerr is initiated at a random position on the path. In order to provide a fast simulation
off the shower development and light scattering, the photons are sampled from tables
containingg the average photon fields produced by the muon or by EM showers. These
tabless are obtained beforehand from a full simulation (using GEANT3) of a large number
off muons and EM showers. In this simulation, the Cherenkov photons are individually
trackedd through the water, including the effects of light scattering. A drawback of the
K M 33 package is that there are no facilities to simulate hadronic showers.
Inn order to obtain a realistic estimate of the angular resolution of the detector, it is
importantt that light scattering is included for the simulation. Therefore, KM3 was used
forr the simulation of the light produced by the muon and by secondary particles. The
hadronss produced in the neutrino interaction have to be simulated in the (relatively rare)
casee t h a t the interaction takes place near the instrumented volume (i.e. in the can). In
thiss case, the hadronic shower is simulated using GEASIM.
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T h ee simulations of the optical modules, the P M T response and the front-end electronicss are identical in both packages. They are described in section 3.3.2. The following
sectionn describes the simulation of the generation of the Cherenkov light and its propagationn through the sea water as is implemented in KM3.

3.3.11

Cherenkov light

Thee number of Cherenkov photons as a function of the wavelength is given by equation 2.2
andd the angle with respect to the muon track, 6C is given by equation 2.1. These expressionss are used in the simulation of the light produced by the muon itself and the charged
particless in the hadronic or electro-magnetic showers. The simulation of the light emitted
byy charged particles is fairly simple. The propagation of the light to the OM is more
complicatedd and is discussed in the next sections.
A b s o r p t i o nn a n d s c a t t e r i n g
Thee influence of absorption and scattering of light is taken into account by a model that
hass been tuned to data acquired during measurements at the ANTARES site [56]. In
thesee measurements a short (10 ns) light pulse was used to illuminate an OM which was
locatedd at a distance of either 24 or 44 metres from the light source. The absorption and
scatteringg parameters have been determined, respectively, from the relative intensities and
thee arrival time of the light.
T h ee absorption length could be determined with good accuracy: the errors are typically
smallerr than 1 m. However, in various measurements taken at different times of the year,
differentt values were obtained. The interpretation is that the medium exhibits genuine
variations.. Figure 3.7(left) shows the measurements and the model of the wavelength
dependencee of the absorption length that is used in the simulation. The shape of this
distributionn was taken from [57], while the normalisation was adjusted to match the
measurements.. At short distances from the muon track, the average absorption length
cann be computed by weighting this distribution with the A 2 spectrum of the Cherenkov
light,, which yields an absorption length of 22 m. At larger distances from the muon the
absorptionn length will effectively increase, u p to 55 m, since photons with short absorption
lengthss have already been absorbed.
Scatteringg of light can be described by a scattering length (i.e. the mean distance
betweenn two scatterings) and a distribution of the angle between the initial and final
directionn of the photon at each scattering. For the angular distributions, two cases were
considered: :
S c a t t e r i n g off m o l e c u l e s . This is described by Rayleigh scattering, which has a
knownn distribution of the scattering angle.
S c a t t e r i n g off s e d i m e n t a r y particles (and perhaps microscopic organi s m s ) .. For this type of scattering, the distribution of the scattering angle has
beenn measured.
Thee corresponding distributions of the scattering angle are shown in figure 3.8. Both are
takenn from [58]. The data were fitted using a combination of the two cases: each scattering
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Figuree 3.7: The absorption length (left) and scattering length (right) as used in the simulationulation as a function of the wavelength. The measurements taken at the ANTARES
aree also shown.

hass a probability 77 of being a Rayleigh scattering and a probability 1—77 of being a 'particle'
typee scattering. The values for r\ and the scattering length were fitted simultaneously t o
thee data. Since the particle scattering is strongly peaked in the forward direction, it
hass relatively little influence on the time distribution of the arriving light. As a result,
thee contribution of particle scattering could not be accurately determined. The most
importantt effect of the scattering for the reconstruction of muon tracks is the influence
off the time delay of the light. This can be expected to be well reproduced. The reason
forr this is that the scattering parameters have been extracted from the measurements of
exactlyy this quantity.
Lightt velocity and dispersion
Thee relevant velocity for the propagation of the Cherenkov light is the group velocity vg,
ass was pointed out only relatively recently [59]. The group velocity of light is defined as
duj duj

,, dv

== - A l
d~X d~X
~dk. ~dk.

(3.17) )

wheree u = 2-KV and k = 2-K/X (A and v are respectively the wavelength and frequency of
thee light). Using the standard dispersion relation, this can be expressed in terms of the
phasee velocity vp = (c/n)

wheree n is the index of refraction of the medium.
Ann empirical model to describe the behaviour of the refractive index in sea water was
adoptedd from [60], with additional correction for the pressure of 1.4 x 10" 5 bar~ [61].
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Thee phase and group velocities from this model are shown in figure 3.9. The velocity has
alsoo been measured at the ANTARES site [56]. The model agrees well with the measured
valuee at A =460 mn, but disagrees at A = 370 nm. The origin of this discrepancy is not
understood. .
Thee wavelength dependence of the speed of light induces a spread in the arrival times
off the Cherenkov photons on the PMT. This effect is called dispersion. In the simulation
programss (both K M 3 and GEASIM), the speed of light is taken to be constant (as the
groupp velocity at 460 nm), but dispersion is taken into account afterwards by sampling
tabless of the relative delays induced by dispersion. These tables have been obtained in a
dedicatedd study [45], which used the model from [60] with the pressure correction. The
distributionn of the relative delays as a function of the distance travelled by the light is
shownn in figure 3.9(right).
Itt may be noted that the somewhat weaker (compared to the model) wavelength dependencee of the group velocity that is suggested by the data would result in less dispersion
thann the model used in the simulation.

3.3.22

Simulation of t h e hardware

Thee response of the optical module to the Cherenkov photons is simulated by taking into
accountt the quantum efficiency of the PMT, the transparency of the glass sphere and the
opticall gel and the effective area of the photocathode. All these effects are a function of
thee wavelength. The efficiency of the OM is also dependent on its orientation with respect
too the direction of the photons. Figure 3.10(left) shows the quantum efficiency for both
thee bare P M T and the P M T enclosed in the glass sphere. Figure 3.10(right) shows the
angularr dependence of the efficiency of the total optical module 4 .
4
Byy convention, an angle of incidence of 180° means the photon hits the PMT head-on, while 0° means
itt hits the (insensitive) rear of the OM.
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Thee front-end ARS chip integrates the analogue signal from the P M T over a typical
timee window of 25 ns. This is simulated by summing the number of detected photons in
thatt window. After the integration, the ARS cannot take data for about 250 ns. A second
ARS,, connected to the same PMT, digitises signals arriving afterwards. The time resolutionn for single photo-electron signals is 1.3 ns (see section 2.5.3) and decreases for higher
amplitudes.. To simulate this the hit times are smeared using a Gaussian function with a
widthh <j = 1.3 n s / 1y/A^, where iV7 is the number of simultaneously detected photons.
Thee amplitude measurement is simulated by smearing the integrated number of photonss with an empirical function. This function results in a (roughly Gaussian) smearing
off about 30%. The dynamic range of the charge integration corresponds with a signal of
aboutt 20 photo-electrons. This effect is not included in the simulation.

3.44

Light detection

Usingg the detector simulation discussed in the previous section, some important characteristicss of the detected light can be evaluated.
Thee first quantity of interest is the number of photons that is detected by an OM. This
iss shown in figure 3.11 as a function of the distance travelled by the photon for different
valuess of the muon energy E^. As expected, the number of detected photons increases
approximatelyy linearly with the muon energy in the energy range above 1 TeV. At Etl ~ 1
TeV,, the contribution of the light from the muon accounts for about 50% of the total light
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production.. The number of observed photons can be approximated by

N(b)N(b) =

oo

Nlm-e-"^

(3.19) )

wheree b is the photon path length and Aea£s is the effective absorption length. A reasonable
agreementt with the distribution due to the muon alone is found for a value of A^ s = 38 m.
Thee number of detected photons due to the muon alone 1 metre away from the muon track
NNlmlm is about 100. Equation 3.19 is plotted in figure 3.11 and is in good agreement with
thee full simulation.
Thee time information obtained from the P M T signals is of crucial importance for
thee reconstruction of muons. The arrival time of the photons is expressed relative to
thee expected arrival time tth that can be calculated from the parameters of the muon
track,, as will be explained in section 4.1. The distribution of the resulting time residuals
rr = t - tth is shown in figure 3.12 for a muon with an energy of 1 TeV. The contributions
fromm the muon itself and the secondary electrons are shown separately for both scattered
andd unscattered photons. Photons originating from the muon and arriving at the OM
withoutt scattering carry the most precise timing information: their arrival time is only
perturbedd by dispersion and the T T S of the P M T and hence the residual distribution is
sharplyy peaked at r = 0. Photons that originate from secondary electrons or that have
scattered,, are often delayed with respect to this time. However, also for these photons
thee distribution peaks at r « 0, which means that such photons can still be used in
thee reconstruction process. The distribution for background photons corresponds to a
backgroundd rate of 60 kHz (see section 3.5.1).
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3.4.11

Effect of the front-end electronics

Ass explained in section 3.3.2 the P M T signal is integrated over a period of 25 ns. Due to
thee integration, arrival times of photons separated by less than 25 ns can not be observed.
Instead,, these signals are combined to give hits with larger amplitudes. The time of the
resultingg hit corresponds to the time of the first photon.
Thee effect of the electronics on the hit times is illustrated in figure 3.13(left), which
showss the hit time residuals. Due to the charge integration, the region between the main
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peakk and 25 ns is depleted. An increase in the amount of detected photons can be seen
att residuals just above 25 ns. Note also, that for large amplitude hits, the main peak is
shiftedd slightly to the left. This is because the time of the hit corresponds to the time of
thee first photon, which arrives, on average, earlier if the number of photons is large.
Thee number of hits of a given amplitude as a function of the photon path length is
shownn in figure 3.13(right). When the OM is close to the track, the average number
off photo-electrons is significantly larger than one (see figure 3.11). Hence the hits will
predominantlyy consist of large amplitude hits. At distances larger than 15 m, most hits
aree due to single photo-electrons.

Figuree 3.13: Left: Distribution of the hit times relative to the expected arrival time for
threethree ranges in the hit amplitudes. For comparison, the original distribution of the arrival
timestimes without simulation of the electronics is reproduced from figure 3.12 (top curve,
labeledlabeled 'all photons'). Right: Average number of hits detected as a function of the photon
pathpath length for different hit amplitudes.
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Background photons

Inn addition to the light from the muon and its secondaries, background light due to (3decayy of K and bioluminescence will be detected (see section 2.6). This background
iss simulated by adding hits to the simulated physics events. The time window for the
generationn of background hits ranges from 1500 ns before the time of the first signal hit
too 1500 ns after the time of the last signal hit. The assumed background rate is 60 kHz
perr P M T . As was shown in section 2.6, this value corresponds to the background rate
measuredd at the ANTARES site, but only during periods of low optical activity. For the
periodss with increased bioluminescence, the performance of the detector will be degraded
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comparedd to the simulations presented here. Quantification of the impact of the elevated
backgroundd rates should be the subject of future studies.
Besidess complicating the reconstruction of genuine events, random background hits
cann also form patterns that mimic the signal produced by muons. Such pure background
eventss could be reconstructed as up-going muons. The full impact of this background
iss currently under study and is not included in this analysis. Due to its combinatoric
nature,, this type of background can be reduced by selecting events with a large number
off hits compatible with the muon track. Hence it is expected that this background will
predominantlyy influence physics studies involving low energy (< 100 GeV) muons.

3.5.22

Atmospheric muons

Energeticc down-going muons produced by interactions of cosmic rays with the Earth's
atmospheree can reach the detector. Even though PMTs face downwards, many of these
muonss produce detectable light. The vast majority of these events can be rejected by
selectingg only up-going tracks as neutrino candidates. The remaining background stems
fromm down-going muons that are wrongly reconstructed as up-going. Particularly dangerous,, in this respect, are bundles of muons that are produced in the same air shower.
Thee atmospheric muon background is simulated using the HEM AS package [62], which
performss a full simulation of the atmospheric shower, starting from the interaction of the
primaryy nucleus and resulting in muons at sea level. The muons are then propagated to
thee detector using the P R O P M U package [53].
Theree are several limitations in the simulation of atmospheric muons. The high rate
off atmospheric muons, implies that, with the limited computing power and storage space
available,, only several hours of this background could be fully simulated. Also, the zenith
anglee of the primary particles is limited to the range between 0 and 60° by the HEMAS
package.. Moreover, this simulation was performed with a somewhat different detector
geometryy (14 strings of 30 floors with 12 m floor spacing). A small sample using the
neww detector geometry was used to verify that no dramatic changes occur due to the
differencee in detector geometry. In particular, the distributions of the variables used in
thee event selection (see chapter 5) were checked to be compatible. New simulations, using
thee correct detector geometry and the more widely used CORSIKA package [63] for the
showerr simulation, are currently in production, but were not completed in time to be
incorporatedd in this analysis.

3.5.33

Atmospheric neutrinos

Neutrinoss that are produced in air showers initiated by cosmic rays, form a direct backgroundd to cosmic neutrinos. They can only be distinguished by their energy spectrum,
whichh is known to be steep for atmospheric neutrinos but may be much flatter for cosmic
neutrinos. .
AA distinction is made between neutrinos produced by the decay of pions and kaons,
whichh dominate the flux at energies below 105 GeV and neutrinos produced by the decay
off charmed mesons, which may dominate above that energy. For historical reasons, the
fluxflux of the former is called the conventional flux, while the latter are referred to as 'prompt'
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neutrinos. .
Thee conventional spectrum of atmospheric neutrinos has been calculated by various
groups,, e.g. FLUKA[64], Bartol [40] and HKKM[65]. The calculations rely on measurements
off the energy spectrum and composition of cosmic rays and on models of the hadronic
interactionss producing the charged pions and kaons that decay into neutrinos. Differences
inn these assumptions lead to differences of the order of 20% in the predicted neutrino
fluxes,, which can be taken as a measure of the systematic uncertainty of the atmospheric
neutrinoo flux.
Calculationss of the prompt neutrino flux depend on models of the production cross
sectionn of charmed mesons in proton-nucleon collisions. This cross-section is poorly constrainedd by experiment. A review of prompt neutrino production is given in [66], where
fluxesfluxes are presented for different models of charmed particle production: Recombinationn Quark Parton Model (RQPM). perturbative QCD (pQCD), and Quark Gluon String
Modell (QGSM). For each model, the ingredients of the calculation (e.g. the parameterisationn used to represent the flux of primary cosmic rays) are varied, yielding a range
off fluxes. In figure 3.14 the range of allowed prompt neutrino fluxes is shown for each
off the charm production models. This illustrates that, in contrast to the models for the
conventionall neutrino flux, the uncertainty on the prompt neutrino flux is very large. The
modelss of the prompt neutrino flux differ by two orders of magnitude.
Sincee atmospheric neutrinos form a background for the physics analysis, we have chosen
too use the models that give the highest flux for both the conventional and prompt neutrino
flux,flux, namely the 'Bartol' flux [40]. combined with the maximal prediction for the RQPM
modell for the prompt neutrinos.

Figuree 3.14: Models of atmospheric neutrino fiuxes. Left: three models for the conventionaltional atmospheric neutrino Bux. Right: The Bartol model and three models for prompt
neutrinoneutrino fluxes taken from [66]. The results have been integrated over all directions.
Thee dependence of the atmospheric neutrino flux on the zenith angle is shown in fig-
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uree 3.15. At energies below 100 TeV, the neutrino flux is enhanced near the horizon,
becausee horizontal CRs interact high in the atmosphere, where the density is low. Therefore,, the resulting mesons have more chance to decay before interacting [7]. At energies
wheree the prompt neutrino flux dominates, there is basically no angular dependence,
sincee the charmed mesons promptly decay before interacting (hence the name prompt
neutrinos). .
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Figuree 3.15: The dependence of the
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TheThe model used is from Bartol [40]
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Inn this thesis, only muon neutrinos are taken into account. Atmospheric electron
neutrinoss that are reconstructed as up-going muons could contribute to the background.
However,, the flux of atmospheric electron neutrinos is heavily suppressed at high energies
(e.g.. at 1 TeV, $„ /<bVe ~ 20). The reason is that the muons that produce the electronn neutrinos (via decay) lose a large fraction of their energy in the atmosphere before
decaying. .
Furthermore,, the effects of neutrino oscillations have been neglected. This can be
expectedd to be a good approximation at high energies: above energies of a few hundred
GeV,, the oscillation length is already larger than the diameter of the Earth. The effect of
oscillationss of atmospheric neutrinos on the number of selected events will be quantified
inn section 5.2.4.
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Chapterr 4
Muonn Track Reconstruction
Inn this chapter, the algorithms used to estimate the direction, position and energy of the
muonn from the arrival times and amplitudes of the hits are discussed. The accuracy of
thee reconstruction of the muon direction determines the pointing accuracy of the detector
andd is therefore a crucial parameter for searches for point sources of neutrinos.
Thee reconstruction algorithm consists of four consecutive fitting procedures. The last
proceduree produces the most accurate result, but requires a priori estimates of the muon
trackk parameters that should be close to the true values. The purpose of the first stages
inn the chain of fitting procedures is to provide this starting point.
Inn section 4.1, the variables used to descibe the muon track and its relation to the
OMss are introduced. The subsequent sections describe the four track fitting methods.
Inn section 4.6, it will be described how these methods are combined to form the full
reconstructionn algorithm. The performance of the full algorithm is discussed in section 4.7.
Thee energy of the muon is determined by a separate procedure, which will be discussed
inn section 4.8.

4.11

Track description and relation to the OM

Thee muon trajectory can be characterised by the direction d = (rfx, dy, dz) and the position
pp = (Px,Py,Pz) of the muon at some fixed time ^0- At energies above the detection
thresholdd (10 GeV or so) the muon is relativistic. Hence, the speed of the muon is taken
too be equal to the speed of light in vacuum. The direction can be parameterised in terms
off the azimuth and zenith angles 6 and 0: d = (sin # cos 0, s i n # s i n 0 , cos#). There are
thuss five independent parameters that are estimated by the reconstruction algorithm. For
aa given track (i.e. a given d and p) and an OM at position q, who's field of view is oriented
inn the direction w, the relevant properties of a Cherenkov photon emitted from the muon
trackk are:
the expected (^/leoretical) arrival time of the photon

(t'h).

the expected photon path length (b) and
the expected cosine of the angle of incidence of the photon on the OM (a), i.e. the
anglee between the direction of the photon and the pointing direction of the PMT.
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Figuree 4.1: Description of the geometry of the detection of the Cherenkov light. The muon
goesgoes through point p in the direction d. The Cherenkov light is emitted at an angle 6c
withwith respect to the muon track and is detected by an OM located in point q. The dashed
lineline indicates the path of the light.

Thesee three quantities completely 1 characterise the position and orientation of the OM
relativee to the track. They are calculated under the assumption that the light is emitted
underr the Cherenkov angle w.r.t. the muon and travels in a straight line to the OM.
Thee true arrival time, path length and angle of incidence may differ from these values,
sincee photons are also emitted from secondary electrons and their path is influenced by
scattering.. The expected time of arrival tth is used in all reconstruction algorithms. The
quantitiess a and b will be used to predict the number of detected photons in sections 4.4
andd 4.8.
Inn order to calculate tth, we first define (see figure 4.1)
v=q-p.v=q-p.

(4.1)

Thee components of v parallel and perpendicular to the muon direction are I = v d and
kk = \/vz — I2 respectively. The arrival time of the light in q is then given by

<"'' = <• + A (<-rV) + i (A) •

<«>

cc \
tanV C J
vg \smOcJ
wheree vg is the group velocity of light, for which we take the value at 460 run. The second
termm is the time it takes for the muon to reach the point where the detected light is
'Thee position of the OM w.r.t. the track has two degrees of freedom, since the situation is symmetric
forr rotations around d. The orientation of the OM gives only one degree of freedom, since the response
off the OM is (assumed to be) invariant vinder rotations around w.
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emitted,, while the third term is the time it takes the light to travel from that point to q.
Thee length of the photon path is given by
(4.3) )

bb =
—.
sinn 6c
Thee cosine of the angle of incidence of the photon on the OM is given by
vv - d \l

-

kk
tann Or

w, w,

(4.4) )

wheree w is the pointing direction of the OM. For a head-on collision of a photon with the
photocathodee a = — 1, whereas a = 1 means the photon hits the insensitive rear of the
OM. .

4.22

Linear prefit

Thee first stage in the track reconstruction procedure is the 'linear prefit'. This is a linear
fitfit through the positions of the hits, with the hit time as independent variable. The
positionn associated with the ith hit is denoted by {xl,yl, zx). In order to obtain a linear
relationn between the hit positions and the track parameters, it is assumed that the hits
occurr on points that are located on the muon track. This is expected to be a reasonable
approximationn if the length of the muon track in the detector is much larger than the
attenuationn length of the light. Under this approximation, the following relation holds:
(4.5) )

yy = H 0 ,

wheree y is a vector containing the hit positions, y = [xi[xi,, y\,,.., zn], 0 is a vector containing
thee track parameters: 0 =
[px,dx,py,dy,pz,dz}1 Thesee two vectors are related by a
matrixx containing the hit times:
11 ch 0 0
00 0 1 cty
00 0 0 0
HH =
1 ct2 0 0
00 0 1 ct2
00

0

0

0

0 0
0 0
1 cti
0 0
0 0
1

(4.6) )

ctn

Thee error estimates on the hit positions are stored in the covariance matrix V , the inverse
off which is called F . Uncertainties on the hit times are neglected.
Thee estimate of the track parameters, 0 , is given by those parameters that minimise
thee x2X ^ l y - H e j V ^ y - H e ] ..
(4.7)
Thiss yields
00 = [ f ^ V - ' H ^ H T V - y

(4.8)
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Itt is now assumed that the covariance matrix is diagonal {i.e. that all errors are uncorr e c t e d )) and that the uncertainties on the x, y and z components of the position of an
individuall hit are equal. In this case. V and V " 1 are diagonal and equation 4.8 can be
expressedd as

E** / A 2 E , f&i - E* ficti Ei fid***
E»» fi E* fietst - E ; fictx E* fiXt
E ,, he2*? E* fiVi - E , hui E , fidiVi
e e T.ifiT.Ji&l-CZJiCtY' T.ifiT.Ji&l-CZJiCtY'
E** /* E* fi<*iyi - E* ƒ»<*,- E« fiVt
E ,, /«c2*? Ei M - E* /tct* E , /ic*«2»
Z-J!! /» Z^i Jic*i~i

wheree / t

4.2.11

:

~ Z_^i Jic*i

(4.9) )

Z J I Ji-W

is the uncertainty on the position of hit i, and f,- is the time of that hit.

Hit positions

Inn the previous section it was not specified how the positions associated with the hits
aree determined. The standard method [67, 68] is simply to use the positions of the OMs
onn which the hits occur. However, the assumption used in equation 4.5 is that the hit
positionss are located on the muon track, which is not the case if the OM positions are
used.. In order to improve the track estimate, a different approach was taken. Here, we
tryy to determine, for each hit, a position which is most likely to be located on the track.
Iff a hit occurs on a given OM, it can be expected that the track passes some distance in
frontt of that OM. This distance is estimated from the amplitude of the hit.
Usingg simulated events, the spatial distribution of the point of closest approach of the
hitt to the track is determined as a function of the amplitude of the hit. Figure 4.2a shows
thiss distribution for hits with an amplitude between 0.5 and 1.5 photo-electron (p.e.).
Thee maximum of this distribution is located along the pointing direction of the PMT.
Thee position of the maximum can therefore be characterised by a distance from the OM.
Thee approximate spherical symmetry of the distribution implies that the uncertainties
onn the x, y and ^-coordinates of the positions are almost uncorrected and equally large.
Theyy are assumed to be equal to the RMS of the distribution.
Figuree 4.2b shows the average distance between the muon track and the PMT, as
welll as its uncertainty, as a function of the hit amplitude. As expected, hits with high
amplitudess are likely to have passed the P M T at close distance, while for low amplitude
hits,, the position of closest approach is much more uncertain and. on average, further
awayy from the PMT.

4.2.22

Constraining t h e muon velocity

Whenn using equation 4.9 to estimate the direction of the muon, its velocity, c ^Jd2x + d2 + d\,
iss left free. An attempt was made to improve the estimates of the track parameters by
constrainingg the velocity of the muon to the speed of light in vacuum (c) using the techniquee of Lagrangian multipliers. The analytic calculation, which was made under the
samee assumptions about the covariance matrix that were made in the previous section,
showss that the inclusion of this constraint does indeed normalise the velocity to c, but
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60 0
hitt amplitude (ripe)

Figuree 4.2: a) The distribution of the points of closest approach of the muon to a PMT
inin a coordinate system where the positive z'-axis points along the orientation w of the
PMTPMT and where the x'-axis is perpendicular to both the z'-axis and the vertical. The
distributiondistribution shown is for hits with an amplitude between 0.5 and 1.5 p.e. b) The average
distancedistance of the point of closest approach of the muon track to the OM as a function of
hithit amplitude. The error bars indicate the spread of this position.

thatt the estimated direction of the muon is not affected by this constraint. It is therefore
easierr to use equation 4.9 and to set the velocity afterwards.

4.2.33

Performance

Throughoutt this chapter, the performance of the reconstruction algorithms will be summarisedd by the distribution of the reconstruction error, aM, which is defined as the angle
betweenn the true direction of the muon and the direction of the reconstructed track. Simulatedd through-going muons are used with an E'1 energy spectrum in the range between
1000 GeV and 100 TeV. In order to evaluate the performance of the individual fitting routines,, the fits will be performed using hits that occur on OMs within a distance of 150
mm from the true muon track and that have time residuals between -150 and 150 ns as
calculatedd using the true muon track.
Thee distribution of aM is shown in figure 4.3 for the results of the linear prefit with the
improvedd estimation of the hit positions. For comparison, the performance is also shown
forr the standard method for determination of the hit positions. Compared to the standard
version,, a small improvement is achieved: the number of tracks which are reconstructed
withh an error on the direction smaller than 10° (5°) is increased by about 15% (30%).

4.33

M a x i m u m likelihood fit

Twoo of the fit procedures used rely on the principle of Maximum Likelihood (ML). For
eachh possible set of track parameters, the probability to obtain the observed events can
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Figuree 4.3: Distribution of the error of the
reconstructedreconstructed muon direction for the
provedproved and original versions of the linear
prepre fit.

bee calculated. This probability is called the likelihood of the event. The likelihoods that
aree used here, only take into account the probability of the time of the hits. In case
off uncorrelated hits, the likelihood of the event can be written as the product of the
likelihoodd of the individual hits:
P(event|track)) = P(hits\p,d)

= J J P(U t't'hh,a,.
,a,. bi,Ai),
bi,Ai),

(4.10) )

wheree tt is the time of hit i, A, the hit amplitude and t\ , at and bt were introduced in
sectionn 4.1. The ML estimate of the track is defined by the set of track parameters for
whichh the value of the likelihood function is maximal.
Sincee a full search of the five dimensional parameter space is prohibitively time consuming,, standard numerical tools [69] are used to find the maximum of the likelihood
function 2 .. These tools iteratively approximate the maximum by using information on the
gradientt of the likelihood function. If the likelihood function has multiple maxima, the
maximisationn algorithm will, in general, not find the global maximum, but converge on
aa local maximum. The efficiency for finding the global maximum is therefore related to
thee shape (i.e. the gradient) of the likelihood function and to the quality of the starting
pointt t h a t is used for the fit.

4.3.11

Original P D F

Inn the simplest case, the a, A and b dependence in equation 4.10 are neglected and the
likelihoodd is expressed solely in terms of the probability density of the residuals r, = U—tf1.
Thee Probability Density Function (PDF) that is described in this section was developed
forr the first reconstruction algorithm used in ANTARES [68, 70]. This 'original' P D F is
shownn in figure 4.4. When comparing this with figure 3.12, it is clear that background
hitss are not taken into account in this P D F . Instead, a non-physical tail is present for
residualss r < — 5 ns. This tail was included in order to provide a gradient in the likelihood
functionn for negative r, which helps the maximisation routine to converge.
2

Inn practice, the maximum of L is found by minimising - log(L)
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Figuree 4.4: The 'original' PDF of
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Performance

Thee performance of the ML estimator has been evaluated in the same way as was done
forr the linear prefit. Distributions of a^ obtained with the original P D F are shown in
figuree 4.5. To evaluate the dependence on the quality of the track estimate that is used
ass a starting point for the maximisation procedure, the fit has been performed using the
truee muon track and random tracks that make an angle a0 of 1°, 10°, and 45° with the
truee muon track. As expected, the quality of the fit result is degraded when the value of
cüoo is increased.

ss 1
55
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0.4 4
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1010

,1
10
..
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reconstructionn error oc (degrees)

Figuree 4.5: Distribution of the reconstructionconstruction error on the direction
ofof the muon obtained from the ML
fitfit with the 'original' PDF. The fits
havehave been started with track parametersrameters that were taken at differentent angles a0 from the true muon
track. track.
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M a x i m u m likelihood fit with improved P D F

Ass was already mentioned, the original P D F introduced in the previous section does not
includee background hits. As a result, background hits, especially those with negative
residuals,, can degrade the performance of the track reconstruction. In this section, a new
P D FF is presented in which background hits are taken into account.

4.4.11

P D F with background

Thee background hits are uniformly distributed in time. As a consequence, the P D F of
thee hit residuals P(r) can only be normalised if the duration of the event is specified. It
iss assumed that an event consists of all hits with residuals between — T/2 and T/2. The
eventt duration T is assumed to be large enough to contain all signal hits.
Thee P D F has contributions from background hits and from signal hits. The P D F of
thee signal depends on the amplitude of the hit A: P*ls(r\A).
Thee relative contributions from these two types of hits are determined by the expected
numberr of signal and background hits, which are determined from the hit amplitude, and
thee parameters a and b:
PinKhi,PinKhi,A)A) =

W

r ^ b . ^[rHrilAAN^ioi^Ai)

+ /?bg(A)],

(4.1

wheree Rhg(Ai) is the background rate 3 for hits with amplitude A{ and Nsls((ii, b{, AA is
thee expected number of signal hits as a function of the hit amplitude and a and b. Finally
NN11 (a,, bt, A,,) is the total expected number of hits of amplitude At in the event f of duration
T),T), which is given by
fiTiai.b^Ai)fiTiai.b^Ai) = N^iaubnAA + R^iAJT.
Thee factor l/NT(a.i,bi,Ai)
ensures that J^2/2P(r)dr
= 1 if f^?/2 P sig (r,)rfr - 1. T h e
P D FF is thus normalised for all values of A, a and 6, provided T is known. The relative
contributionss of the signal and background terms in equation 4.11 are independent of the
eventt duration T. However, if the value of T is incorrect (i.e. if the fit is performed with
hitss from a larger time window than what is assumed in equation 4.11), the normalisation
off the P D F will depend on a and b and thus on the track parameters, which is undesirable.
Thee knowledge of T is thus needed in the reconstruction.

4.4.22

Parameterisation of the P D F

Inn order to use standard software tools [69] to maximise the likelihood function, it is convenientt to parameterise the likelihood function with a continuous, differentiable function.
Thee parameterisation is obtained by fitting a set of histograms obtained from Monte Carlo
simulationss of muons traversing the detector. For this, the muons have an energy between
1000 GeV and 100 TeV and have a spectrum ~ oc E~l (an E~l spectrum, for short). The
3
Equationn (4.11) looks more symmetric for signal and background when RhK(A,)
NNbb9P9Pbb°°11 with 7Vfc9 = Rh%T and P6<? = l/T.
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ci(ns) ) c 2 (ns) )
1.55 5 10.8 8
1.30 0 9.17 7
1.58 8 2.91 1
1.35 5 3.07 7
0.80 0 3.04 4

^ ( n s - 1 ) ) r(ns) ) <j(ns) ) ^ ( n s - 1 ) )
0.06 6
0.72 2 2.65 5 0.32 2
0.41 1 2.35 5 0.27 7
0.11 1
0.11 1 2.07 7 0.08 8
0.18 8
0.25 5
-0.19 9 1.77 7 0.04 4
-0.51 1 1.44 4 0.02 2
0.33 3

Tablee 4.1: Values used in the parameterisation
tiontion 4.13).

r/(ns) )
294 4
120 0
82.7 7
55.2 2
49.5 5

p(ns) )
13.7 7
11.9 9
-1.41 1
-1.74 4
-2.01 1

of the PDF of the hit residuals (see equa-

obtainedd distributions, and the parameterisations obtained from them, correspond to a
(weighted)) average over this energy range.
Thee likelihood function was parameterised separately for hits of different amplitudes.
Inn order to obtain enough statistics, the hits were classified into 5 amplitude bins (with
boundariess 0, 1.5, 2.5, 5, 10 and oo p.e.).
T i m ee d e p e n d e n c e
Figuree 4.6 shows the P D F of the time residuals of the signal hits for the different amplitudee bins, Pslg(r\Ai), as obtained from the simulation. These distributions have been
parameterisedd using the following functional form:
-(r-T)""

dPdPs[g s[g
dr dr

iff r < Ci
AA e *>*
BB {ar3 + (3r2 + jr + 1] iff ci < r < c2
iff r > C2.
rr + p

(4.13) )

Thee peak of the distribution is fitted with a Gaussian function, while the tail has been
Thesee two functions are joined together by a 3rd
approximatedd by the function
r+p r+p
degreee polynomial function. The coefficients of this polynomial are fixed by imposing
thatt the function is continuous and differentiable at the points r = c\ and r — c2. The
valuess of C\ and c2 have been left free in the fit. The parameterisations thus obtained
aree also shown in figure 4.6. The peaks at r = 25 ns that result from the integration of
thee P M T signal (see section 3.3.2) have not been incorporated in the parameterisation
off the PDF. This was done in order to keep the parameterisation as simple as possible
andd to reduce the possibility of local minima in the likelihood function. The values of
thee parameters obtained with the fits are shown in table 4.1. It can be seen that, with
increasingg hit amplitude, the position of the peak shifts to smaller values of the time
residual,, while its width decreases.
N u m b e rr of signal and background hits
Ass explained in section 4.4.1, the expected number of signal hits N8lg of a given amplitude,, is estimated from the parameters a and b. For simplicity, it was assumed that this
dependencee can be factorised:
NNsisiz{a,b)z{a,b)

= Nsis{b)

xf(a)

(4.14) )
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wheree Nsig(b) is the expected number of signal hits as a function of the distance and ƒ (a)
describess the dependence on the angle of incidence of the photon on the PMT. The first
hass been parameterised by the following function:
yv sig (6) )

(b(b +

v)e^b

b*b* + x

(4.15) )

'

wheree the values of v, £, £, ip and \ have been determined by a fit to the simulated events.
Thiss function is an extension of the simple function introduced in section 3.4, which
doess not take into account the readout electronics. The additional factor (6 + v) and
thee additional parameters ip and \ allow to incorporate the effects of the simulation of
thee electronics for all amplitudes. The function f (a) resembles the angular acceptance
functionn of the P M T that was shown in figure 3.10. It is parameterised by a 4th order
polynomial.. The parameterisations of the functions 7Vs,g(6) and ƒ (a) are obtained from
simulations.. The results of the simulations are shown in figure 4.7 together with the
obtainedd parameterisations.

MM -

0.5<A<1.5 5
2.5<A<5 5
OO

200

40

60

8080 100 120 140 160
photonn path length (m)

0.88 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2

0.22 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
coss (angle of impact) a

Figuree 4.7: Left: Number of expected hits as a function of the distance travelled by the
photonphoton for different hit amplitudes.
The number of background hits detected in a 250
nsns time window is also shown. Right: Dependence of the number of hits on the angle of
incidenceincidence of a photon, emitted under 6c for different hit amplitudes. The smooth curves
areare the parameterisations
(see text). For clarity, curves are only shown for three of the
fivefive amplitude bins.
Thee rate of background hits, Rh&(A) is independent of both a and b, but it does depend
onn the amplitude A of the hit. The optical background consists mostly of single photoelectronn hits. Due to the resolution of the amplitude measurement of about 30%, the
measuredd amplitude of single p.e. hits will not be precisely 1 p.e. Hits with a measured
amplitudee below 2 p.e. are assumed to be single photo-electron hits; the background
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ratee used for these hits in equation 4.11 is i? b g (l) = 60 kHz. Background hits with
amplitudess above 2 p.e. are assumed to be caused by multiple background photons that,
byy coincidence, are detected within the 25 ns integration time of the ARS. The expected
ratee R(A) of background hits with amplitude A > 2 p.e. is computed by multiplying the
singlee p.e. rate R(l) with the chance probability of detecting A— 1 additional background
photonss within the 25 ns integration time:
RRhh&(A)&(A) = Rbg(l)

4.4.33

x (25 ns x

Rbg(l)Y

(4.16) )

Performance

Thee performance of the ML fit with the improved P D F has been evaluated in the same
wayy as the ML fit with the original PDF (section 4.3.1). As a starting point of the fit,
trackss were used that were taken at different angles a0 from the true track. The results
aree shown in figure 4.8. When the fit is started close to the true track (a0 = 0° or 1°), the
reconstructionn error is small (typically 0.3°). A large improvement is observed compared
too the original likelihood fit (see figure 4.5). For larger values of a 0 , however, the correct
solutionn is less likely to be found. Instead, a local maximum in the likelihood function is
found,, which is close to the starting point. In some events, the gradient of the likelihood
functionn at the starting point is too small for the maximisation algorithm to start.
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=33
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Figuree 4.8: Distribution of the reconstructionconstruction error aM obtained from
thethe ML fit with the improved PDF.
TheThe fits have been started with
tracktrack parameters that were taken
atat different angles a0 from the true
muonmuon track.

Thee strong sensitivity on the quality of the starting points can be understood by the
weakk dependence of the P D F on large time residuals. If the starting point is bad, the
gradientt of the likelihood function will be very small or may be dominated by only a
smalll number of (background) hits, which happen to have a small residual with respect
too the track used as a starting point. In such cases a local maximum can be found. In
conclusion,, the ML estimate with the improved PDF presented in this section leads to
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M-estimator

accuratee track reconstruction, provided a good starting point for the fit is given.

4.55

M-estimator

Inn the previous section, it was found that the ML estimate is very sensitive to the quality
off the track estimate that is used as a starting point. The same is true for the ML estimate
usingg the original P D F discussed in section 4.3. This has been known in ANTARES for
aa long time and it was the reason to use the linear prefit in previous fitting algorithms.
Inn addition, the non-physical tail of the original P D F was added in order to improve the
efficiencyy for finding the correct maximum in the likelihood function.
Theree seems to be a trade-off between the accuracy of the reconstruction and the
efficiencyy of finding the global maximum of the likelihood function. The latter is expected
too be large if the derivative of the fitted function is non-zero for large residuals r. In this
section,, we therefore abandon the notion that the fit function is only meant to describe
thee data. Instead the behaviour for large r should be such that there is a favourable
trade-offf between an accurate description of the data and the efficiency of finding the
globall maximum.
Inn the literature [71], estimators that work by maximising some function g (in our
casee g(r)), are known as M-estimators. In a sense, the maximum likelihood estimator is
aa special case of an M-estimator (g(r) = P(r)), as is the least squares estimator (g(r) =
- r 2 ) ) .. Other, more ad hoc, forms of g are often used for so-called robust estimation,
i.e.. estimation which is insensitive to large fluctuations in a small number of data points.
Thee data points with large fluctuations are usually called 'outliers'. In the case of track
fittingg in ANTARES, a robust fit is already available, namely the improved ML estimator,
whichh incorporates the outliers (i.e. the background hits) in the PDF. Nevertheless, by
choosingg an M-estimator that behaves suitably for large residuals, it can be expected
thatt a reasonable track estimate can be obtained without the requirement of an accurate
startingg point. It has been found that the following function gives good results:
g{r)g{r) = -2y/l

+ r2/2 + 2.

(4-17)

Thee resulting M-estimator is called 'L1-L2' [72]. For large values of r, this function is
linearr in r, while for small r it is quadratic.
Thee performance of the M-estimator was found to improve when the hit amplitude
off the hits is used as a weighting factor for the time residuals. Furthermore, a term was
added,, which contains the angular response function / a n g(a) of the optical module (see
sectionn 3.3.2). The function that is finally maximised to obtain a track estimate is given
by y
GG = Y, « ( " 2 ^ 1 + Airjf2)

- (1 - K)/ a n g (a ; ).

(4.18)

ii

Thee relative weights of the two terms are determined by the parameter K, which was
optimisedd using Monte Carlo events. The value used here is K = 0.05. The small value
off K does not mean that the second term is dominant in the fit, since the influence of the
twoo terms depends on their derivatives w.r.t. the track parameters.
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Performance

T h ee performance of the M-estimator fit is shown in figure 4.9. Again, starting values were
takenn at different angles from the true track. In contrast to the maximum likelihood fits,
thee result of the M-estimator is hardly influenced by the choice of the starting values.
Onlyy when started at 45° from the true track, the performance is somewhat degraded.
Ass expected, the M-estimator is considerably less accurate than the ML methods, but
mostt of the events are reconstructed with an accuracy of a few degrees, which is much
moree accurate than the result of the linear prefit shown in figure 4.3. The performance is
adequatee as a starting point for the ML fit.

100

1
10
.. 10",
reconstructionn error a (degrees)

Figuree 4.9: Distribution of the reconstructionconstruction error obtained from
thethe M-estimator.
The fit was
startedstarted with tracks that were generatederated at different angles a0 from
thethe true muon track.

Itt should be noted, however, that the hits used to obtain the results in figure 4.9 are
selectedd using information about the direction of the true track (see section 4.2.3). If no
goodd starting point is available for the fit, the signal hits cannot be selected in this way
andd the performance will, in general, be degraded.

4.66

Combining the fitting algorithms

Inn sections 4.2 to 4.5, four different fitting procedures were discussed. This section describess how they are combined into the final reconstruction program and how the hits are
selectedd that are used for each of the procedures. The full reconstruction algorithm may
bee summarised as follows:
1.. P r e - s e l e c t i o n of hits: In the simulated events, background hits are generated in an
arbitraryy time window around the event. In order to make the algorithm insensitive
too the amount of background simulated, a rough, first selection is made. All hits are
selectedd for which \At\ < f- + 100 ns, where At is the time difference between a hit
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andd the hit with the largest amplitude in the sample and d is the distance between
thee OMs of the two hits. Hits with larger time differences cannot be related to the
samee muon, unless they have a residual larger than the 'safety factor' of 100 ns.
Sincee the hit with the largest amplitude is virtually always a signal hit, almost no
signall hits are rejected.
2.. Linear prefit: The first fit is the linear prefit described in section 4.2. Although
nott very accurate, it has the advantage that it requires no starting point. It is
thereforee suited as a first step. The linear prefit is made with a sub-sample of the
hits.. Only hits in local coincidences and hits with amplitudes larger than 3.0 p.e.
aree used. A local coincidence is defined as a combination of 2 or more hits on one
floorfloor within 25 ns.
3.. M - e s t i m a t o r fit: The insensitivity to the quality of the starting point of the Mestimatorr fit (see section 4.5) makes it a natural choice for the next step. The
hitss used for this fit are selected on the basis of the result of the prefit. In order
too be selected, a hit must have a time residual w.r.t. the tth calculated from the
parameterss obtained with the linear prefit between -150 and 150 ns and a distance
fromm the fitted track of less than 100 m. Hits with an amplitude larger than 2.3 p.e.
aree always selected.
4.. M a x i m u m likelihood fit w i t h original P D F : The next step is the ML fit with
thee original P D F discussed in section 4.3. This fit is performed with hits that are
selectedd based on the result of the M-estimator fit. This time, hits are selected with
residualss between —0.5 x R and R, where R is the root mean square of the residuals
usedd for the M-estimator fit. Hits that are part of a coincidence, or that have an
amplitudee larger than 2.5 p.e. are also selected. The asymmetry in the selection
intervall reflects the fact that the original P D F is asymmetric
5.. R e p e t i t i o n of s t e p s 3 and 4 w i t h different starting points: It was found that
thee efficiency of the algorithm is improved by repeating steps 3 and 4 with a number
off starting points that differ from the prefit. The result with the best likelihood per
degreee of freedom, as obtained in step 4, is kept. Four of the additional starting
pointss are obtained by rotating the prefit track by an angle of 25°. The origin of
thee rotation is the point on the track that is closest to the centre of gravity of the
hits.. Four more starting points are obtained by translating the track
50 m in the
directionn d x z and
50 m in the i (i.e. upward) direction. In total, steps 3 and
44 are thus done 9 times. Some additional information about the procedure is kept.
Thee number of starting points that result in track estimates which are compatible
withh the preferred result (i.e. which give the same track direction to within 1°), will
bee used in the event selection (section 4.7.1). This number is called Ncamp. In case
thee likelihood of one of the results is very good, the remaining starting points are
skippedd for execution speed.
6.. M a x i m u m likelihood fit w i t h improved P D F : Finally, the preferred result
obtainedd in step 5 is used as a starting point for the ML fit with the improved P D F .
Thee hit selection is also based on this result: hits are selected with residuals between
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-2500 and 250 ns and with amplitudes larger than 2.5 p.e. or in local coincidences.
Sincee background is taken into account in the P D F , the presence of background hits
inn the sample does not jeopardise the reconstruction accuracy. This is reflected in
thee large time window used for the hit selection. As explained in section 4.4.1, the
eventt duration is an input parameter for the final fit: with this selection T=500 ns.
Clearly,, the overall algorithm contains many parameters, especially for the hit-selection
criteria.. While a full optimisation of these parameters was not feasible, the algorithm
presentedd here has been found to perform well over a broad energy range. Nevertheless,
furtherr tuning of the algorithm may further improve the performance.

4.77

Performance of the full algorithm

Inn this section the performance of the full reconstruction algorithm is presented. Figuree 4.10 shows the result of each of the fitting algorithms when they are used in sequence
ass described above. The increasing accuracy of the subsequent algorithms is apparent
fromm this figure. Of all reconstructed muon tracks, 1.1% are reconstructed within 1° from
thee true track by the linear prefit (see table 4.2). This number is improved by the repetitivee application of the M-estimator and the original ML fit to 38% and 57% respectively.
Thee number is not increased much by the final fit (59%). The accuracy of the events,
however,, is improved: about 20% more events are reconstructed with an error smaller
thann 0.1°. The overall shift of the peak corresponds with a ~ 20%» overall improvement
off the angular resolution.

-gO.9 9
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mm 0.8
S:: o.7

finall fit
originall PDF
M-estimator r
linearr prefit

DD

0.6 6
0.5 5
0.4 4
0.3 3
0.2 2
0.1 1
0 0 10 0

100
1
10
10*
reconstructionn error a (degrees)

Figuree 4.10: Performance of the differentferent fitting algorithms when used
sequentiallysequentially in the
reconstruction
program. program.

Whilee it is of minor importance for neutrino astronomy, the error on the position of
thee reconstructed muon track is shown in figure 4.11 for completeness. Most tracks are
reconstructedd within 1 m from the true track. As expected, there is a strong correlation
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O/x x

finalfinal fit
originall P D F
M-estimator r
linearr prefit

0.1° °
12.0 0
7.85 5
2.03 3
0.01 1

0.3° ° 1° °

3° °

39.1 1
32.1 1
12.5 5
0.10 0

65.6 6
65.2 2
56.9 9
7.99 9

59.2 2
56.9 9
38.4 4
1.10 0

10° °
71.9 9
71.8 8
69.6 6
39.4 4

Tablee 4.2: Percentage of the events reconstructed within an angle a^ w.r.t. the true track
byby the different fitting algorithms that together make up the full reconstruction
algorithm.

betweenn the angular error and the error on the position. This is demonstrated in figure 4.11
byy the distribution of the positional error for events where the muon is reconstructed with
aa directional error smaller than 1°.
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Figuree 4.11: Error on the position
ofof the muon track, defined as the
minimalminimal distance between the true
andand the reconstructed muon tracks,
forfor all reconstructed muons and for
muonsmuons that are reconstructed
with
anan angular error smaller than 1°.

Handles on the reconstruction quality

Thee philosophy adopted in the reconstruction algorithm is to reconstruct as many events
ass possible without trying to reduce the number of badly reconstructed events by intermediatee selection criteria. Rather, selection criteria can be applied afterwards, depending
onn the demands of the various physics analyses. As a consequence, many events are reconstructedd with large errors. In this section, two variables are introduced which can be
usedd to reject badly reconstructed events.
Ann obvious way to discriminate good and bad events is a cut on the value of the
likelihoodd function at the fitted maximum 4 . As is shown in figure 4.12, there is an overall
4

Forr brevity, we treat the likelihood as a dimensionless number; strictly speaking it has units ns
withh N the number of hits used in the fit.

,
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linearr relationship between log(L) and the number of degrees of freedom ./VDOF hi the
fit.fit. T h e latter is given by the number of hits used in the fit minus the number of fitted
parameters,, which is five. Therefore, the variable log(L)/7VDoF is used to select the well
reconstructedd events. Figure 4.13 demonstrates that, as expected, log(L)/7VDOF has a high
valuee for well reconstructed events (in this case with directional errors smaller than 1°)
andd a low value for badly (in this case with errors larger than 45°) reconstructed events.
AA second parameter is obtained from information about the multiple starting points
t h a tt are used for the M-estimator and the subsequent ML estimator. It is the number
off tracks compatible with the preferred track Ncomp (see section 4.6). As is shown in
figurefigure 4.14, Ncomp = 1 for the majority of the badly reconstructed events, while it can
bee as large as 9 for well reconstructed events; in that case all of the starting points have
resultedd in the same track.
Wee have shown here that these two variables can be used to select well reconstructed
muonss from badly reconstructed up-going muons. In chapter 5 the same parameters will
bee used to reject the background of wrongly reconstructed atmospheric muons, which
formm a more dangerous background than up-going muons.

4.7.22

Error estimates

Besidess estimates of the track direction, error estimates are provided by the reconstruction
program.. In general the l(2)cr confidence intervals consist of the part of parameter space
wheree log(L) — \og{Lmax) < 1/2 (2), where Lmax is the maximum value the likelihood
functionn obtained with the fit. Under the assumption that the likelihood function near
thee fitted maximum follows a multivariate Gaussian distribution, the error covariance
matrixx V can be obtained from the second derivatives of the likelihood function at the
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Figuree 4.15: Pull distribution for the zenith angle. The right plot is a close up of the central
peak.peak. Distributions are shown for all events and for selected events. The normalisation
ofof the latter distribution reflects the selection efficiency.

fittedd maximum:

[v--

d 2 log(£) )
dxidxj dxidxj

(4.19) )

wheree x is the vector of track parameters : x = (px,Py,Pz, 9, <t>)- In particular, we will use
thee estimated error on the zenith and azimuth angles: èg and 0$ respectively.
Thee ratio of the true error on a variable and the error estimate is referred to as the
pull.. The expectation value of the pull is zero, since the estimate of the parameters are
symmetricallyy distributed around the true value. The properties of ML estimators ensure
that,, in the limit of an infinite amount of data, the estimates are normally distributed
aroundd the true values. This means that the pull distribution should be Gaussian with a
widthh a = 1.
Thee distribution of the zenith angle pull (i.e. (6 — 9)/eg) is shown in figure 4.15. While
thee distribution is strongly peaked at zero, large tails are present, consisting of events
withh unreliable error estimates. These can occur when the reconstruction algorithm has
convergedd to a local maximum. Therefore, the pull distribution is also shown for events
withh log(L)/7VDOF > —5.3. This selection improves the pull distribution significantly,
whichh means that a large number of the events with incorrect error estimates are rejected.
Afterr this quality cut, the pull distribution is approximately Gaussian (although tails are
stilll present). When fitted in the interval (-2, 2), the a of the pull distribution is 1.10,
whichh is in reasonable agreement with the expected value of 1. The pull distribution for
thee azimuth angle is shown in figure 4.16. The same features as the pull distribution of
thee zenith angle can be distinguished.
Thee estimate of the error on the direction of the reconstructed muon track, an, is
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obtainedd from o$ and 0$ as follows:

y/smy/sm22(ê)*l(ê)*l + &l
Thee distribution of the quantity a M /"V i s shown in figure
correlatedd Gaussian errors, the distribution of this quantity
cv/ Q V e _ < c v / o r '' ) 2 -- T n e distribution is described reasonably well
thee tail is more pronounced, which is not surprising since tails
distributionss for 9 and (p.

(4.20) )

4.17. In the case of unshould be proportional to
by this function, although
are also present in the pull
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Energy reconstruction

Thee algorithm used for the estimation of the energy is explained in detail in [38] and
willl be summarised here. As discussed in section 3.2.3, the muon energy loss due to
pairr production and bremsstrahlung increases strongly with energy. The amount of light
emittedd by the electro-magnetic cascades resulting from these processes can be used as a
measuree for the muon energy loss and thus for the muon energy.
Thee average energy lost by the muon per unit track length is estimated from the sum
off the amplitudes of the hits (Atot). Only hits with an amplitude larger than 2.5 p.e. are
takenn into account, since they originate predominantly from electro-magnetic cascades.
Thee information on the track direction and position that is provided by the previously
describedd track reconstruction algorithm is used to estimate the acceptance of the detector,
whichh is used to correct the estimate of ^ :
ax ax

<i)-M^5^ e ~ w *T--

(4 2i)

-

wheree b, is the distance traveled by a photon when it travels from the reconstructed track
too the PMT, /ang(a) is the acceptance of t h e OM, which depends on the angle of incidence
off the photon (see figure 3.10). The absorption length, Aabs, is taken at a fixed wavelength
off 475 nm (see figure 3.7). Finally l^ is t h e 'observable track length', which is defined as
thee length of the muon track that lies within a cylinder around the instrumented volume.
T h ee dimensions of the cylinder are denned by the dimensions of the instrumented volume
extendedd by a distance of 2 xA a b s .
Figuree 4.18(left) shows the estimated ^ a s a function of the muon energy. The figure
resembless the curves of the average muon energy loss shown in figure 3.4. From the
estimatee of ^f, the muon energy is determined using an empirical function, which is also
shownn in the figure. This function does not extend below E^ = 100 GeV. For muons below
thiss energy ^ is almost independent of the muon energy. If the estimate of j ^ is smaller
thann the value corresponding to E^ — 100 GeV, the muon energy is not reconstructed.
AA scatter plot of the reconstructed muon energy as a function of the true muon energy is
shownn in figure 4.18(right). In section 5.2.4 we will say a bit more about the performance
off the energy reconstruction.

4.99

Outlook and conclusion

Althoughh the reconstruction algorithm that was presented in this chapter performs well,
theree is still room for further improvement. A better starting point for the final fit
wouldd improve the final results. The method of choosing starting points for the fit could
bee improved if the positions of the local maxima in the likelihood function are better
understood.. Furthermore, there are other possibilities for the function g(r) used by the Mestimator,, some of which may perform better than the present one. The pointing accuracy
cann be improved by making the P D F of the time residual of the signal hits dependent on
thee distance traveled by the photon. The PDF will be peaked if the distance is small,
butt will be smeared for larger distances due to light scattering and dispersion. Finally,
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Figuree 4.18: Left: Estimate of 4 | (up to an arbitrary constant) as a function of the
simulatedsimulated muon energy. The empirical function which is used to convert the estimate of
j ~~ to the estimate of the muon energy is shown as the grey line. Right:
Reconstructed
muonmuon energy as a function of the true muon energy. The data in the figures corresponds
toto events where the muon direction was reconstructed within 1° from the true direction.

thee energy of the muon could be taken into account, since the P D F of the signal hits
broadenss with energy (due to the larger contribution of hits from secondary electrons),
butt also because the relative contribution of background hits depends on the energy.
Too conclude, we mention that the track reconstruction algorithm that was described
heree has been used for various studies of the expected physics potential of ANTARES
[38,, 73, 74, 75] and of possible future km 3 -scale neutrino telescopes [76].
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Chapterr 5
Backgroundd rejection and detector
performance e
Ann important potential background for neutrino astronomy is formed by atmospheric
muonss that are reconstructed as upward-going. In this chapter, selection criteria are
presentedd that serve to reject this background to an acceptable level. The remaining
backgroundd consists of atmospheric neutrinos and is largely irreducible since both signal
andd background consist of upward-going neutrinos, which are only distinguishable by their
energyy spectrum.
Afterr the event selection criteria have been established, the resulting detector acceptancee and angular resolution will be presented in section 5.2.

5.11

Event selection

Inn chapter 6, the sensitivity of ANTARES to detect point sources of cosmic neutrinos will
bee studied. The method that will be used for this does not require a-priori optimisation of
thee signal to background ratio, but is expected to be near optimal when the efficiency for
signall events is high. Thus, the event selection criteria presented in the present chapter do
nott serve to optimise the signal to background ratio. Instead, they are primarily used t o
rejectt the background from atmospheric muons to a level where it is negligible compared
too the background from atmospheric neutrinos.

5.1.11

Signal and background

Forr a point source search, the signal consists of neutrino events with an accurately reconstructedd direction. In order to estimate the selection efficiency for useful signal events,
wee define a 'well reconstructed event', somewhat, arbitrarily 1 , as an event that is reconstructedd with a direction within 1° of the true neutrino direction. The energy spectrum
off signal neutrinos is assumed to be proportional to E~2.
Thee atmospheric neutrino background is simulated using the models of the atmo'Thee value of 1° can, for example, he compared to the optimal bin size of ~ 1° that will be found in
sectionn 6.2.
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sample e

AA

BB

numberr of generated primaries
equivalentt data-taking time
minimall primary energy per nucleoli
minima]] muon multiplicity !& detector
eventss reaching detector
reconstructedd events
reconstructedd as upward-going

3.66 x 109
88 hours
11 TeV
11
7.99 x 106
3300 x 103
544 x 10 3

1500 x 106
7.44 days
2000 TeV
22
6.88 x 106
8655 x 10 3
822 x 103

Tablee 5.1: Characteristics

of the two samples of simulated atmospheric

muons.

sphericc neutrino flux discussed in section 3.5.3. The method to simulate the atmospheric
muonn background was discussed in section 3.5.2. As was mentioned there, only a limited
numberr of atmospheric muons could be simulated. For this study, two different samples
off simulated atmospheric muons were used. The characteristics of the event, samples are
summarisedd in table 5.1. The first sample, sample A, is a full (minimum bias) simulation
correspondingg to eight hours of data taking. This sample will be used to estimate the
contributionn of the atmospheric muon flux to the background. Sample B consists of multimuonn events, where only high-energy (> 200 TeV) primary nuclei have been simulated.
Suchh events may be expected to give the largest contribution to the background. Due to
thee relatively low flux of high energy CR, sample B represents a longer period of data
taking:: about 7.4 days. In section 5.1.3, sample B will be used to cross-check the results
obtainedd with sample A.

5.1.22

Selection criteria

Ass a first step, the following three selection criteria are applied:
cutt 1: The muon must be reconstructed as upward-going: 6 > 90°.
c u tt 2: The energy of the event must be reconstructed.
c u tt 3 : The estimate of the error on the muon direction must be smaller than 1°: a,, < 1°.
Thee first of these cuts is needed to reject t h e background from (well reconstructed) downgoingg muons. The latter two criteria cause an inefficiency of 6.5%. while the background
iss reduced by a factor 6.6.
Whilee these selection criteria already reject a large fraction of the background, about
250000 atmospheric muon events per day remain. They are rejected using two variables that
weree introduced in section 4.7.1: the log-likelihood per degree of freedom log(L)/A T DO F
andd the number of compatible solutions, Ncomp, found by the reconstruction program.
Figuree 5.1(left) shows the distribution of log(L)/A r D0 F for signal and background events
forr different values of A' comp . For high values of Ncompi the cut on log(L)/A D O F can be
placedd at a somewhat lower value. This is accomplished by cutting on a dedicated variable
A,, which combines Ncomp and \og(L)/NDOV:
AA = ^ ) + 0 . 1 ( J V c o m p - l ) .
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Figuree 5.1: Left: Distribution of\og(L)/NDOF
for different values of Ncomp for signal and
backgroundbackground events. Right: Distributions of the variable A for different values of Ncomp for
signalsignal and background events. Sample B was used for this figure because of the higher
statisticsstatistics available for large values of A.

Inn figure 5.1(right), the distribution of A is shown for different values of Ncomp. Comparisonn with figure 5.1 (left) shows that the distributions differ only slightly. Nevertheless,
thee overall separation of signal and background is somewhat better when using A as
discriminatingg variable.
Figuree 5.2 shows the number of background events that remain after a cut on A as a
functionn of the value of the cut. For A > —5.6, the dominant background is formed by
atmosphericc neutrinos. However, the contribution of the atmospheric muon background
inn this region can not be accurately determined because of the low statistics in the event
sample:: the simulated sample of atmospheric muons is equivalent to only 8 hours of
dataa taking. In order to estimate the number of atmospheric muon events passing the
cut,, the distribution in figure 5.2 is extrapolated using an exponential function that was
fittedfitted to the tail. In this way, we estimate that roughly one event per day with A >
—5.33 is produced by atmospheric muons that are reconstructed as upward-going. This
numberr can be compared to the 10.0 events produced by atmospheric neutrinos. Thus,
forr a cut at A = —5.3, it is a reasonable approximation to neglect the contribution of
atmosphericc muons to the total background; especially because this contribution is of the
samee order of magnitude as the systematic uncertainty on the atmospheric neutrino flux
(seee section 3.5.3). The last selection cut was thus chosen to be:
c u tt 4: The variable A > —5.3.
Thee effect of the various selection criteria on the signal and background is summarised
inn table 5.2. The final signal selection efficiency is 73.6%, while the atmospheric muon
backgroundd is reduced by more than a factor 10 5 .
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no. .
LL
22
33
44

cut t
upwardd rec.
E, E,
d„d„ < 1
AA > - 5 . 3

/xatra/day y
163152 2
44748 8
24591 1
~1 1

^ atm /day y
109.4 4
51.05 5
40.66 6
10.0 0

£

sig g

=100% %
95.8% %
93.55 %
73.66 %

Tablee 5.2: Number of remaining background events and signal efficiency after
applicationapplication of the various selection criteria.
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Cross-check with high energy multi-muons

Ass was already mentioned, sample B consist of a sub-set of all muon events; namely
multi-muonn events with a high primary energy above 200 TeV/nucleus. Such events make
upp roughly 10% of all atmospheric muon events that pass selection criteria 1, 2 and 3
discussedd in the previous section.
Ass can be seen in figure 5.3, higher values of A occur more frequently in this type of
event:: they make up roughly 20% of the events with A > - 6 (for higher values of A, this
fractionn cannot be determined accurately due to the lack of statistics in sample A.)
Likee sample A, sample B contains no events that pass the selection criterion A > —5.3.
Extrapolationn of the distribution of A yields an estimate of about 0.1 event/day resulting
fromm events of the type simulated in this sample 2 . Since this type of event is responsible
forr only ~ 20% of the total rate, this estimate is in rough agreement with the result
obtainedd using sample A (1 event per day).

Figuree 5.3: Distributions of A for
minimumminimum bias atmospheric
muon
eventsevents (sample A) and for multimuonmuon events with primary energyaboveabove 200 TeV/nucleon (sample B).
TheThe line is a St, which is used to extrapolatetrapolate the distribution.
Perhapss more important than the number of selected atmospheric muons, is the observationn (from figure 5.2) that an additional reduction of this background by a factor of
100 could be achieved at the cost of an additional decrease of the efficiency of (only) 20%.
Thiss is also confirmed by the analysis of sample B.

5.22

Detector performance

Inn this section, the detector acceptance and angular resolution obtained after applying
thee selection criteria presented in the previous section are discussed.
2
Alternatively,, the observation that no events pass the selection cuts, can be used to set a 90% CL
upperr limit of 2.3 events in 7.4 days and hence 0.31 events per day.
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Effective area for muons

Thee sensitivity of the detector to a flux of muons can be represented as an effective area,
whichh is defined as the ratio between the rate of detected events /ï d e t (£' I / ,ö, <p) and the
muonn flux ^fl(E^, 6, <f>):

AAee;(E„,e,4>) ;(E„,e,4>)

<M£„ „ ,0) )

(5.2) )

AA few remarks about this definition are in order:
Rdet in (5.2) is the rate of detected events, but the definition of a 'detected event'
dependss on the situation. One may. for example determine the effective area for
alll events that are reconstructed or for all events that are selected to be used in a
particularr analysis. The value of the effective area thus depends on the stringency of
thee selection criteria. The same is true for the neutrino effective area (section 5.2.2)
andd the angular resolution (section 5.2.3).
At energies below about 1 TeV, a significant number of the interactions occur insidee the detector volume. For these energies, the number of detected events is not
uniquelyy determined by the muon flux. There is an additional dependence on the
fluxflux of neutrinos that produces the muon flux. For this reason, the muon effective
areaa is preferably presented as a function of the neutrino energy.
T h ee effective area for muons, averaged over all upward directions, is shown in figure 5.4.
Forr high energies, the muon effective area exceeds the geometrical detector area (defined as
thee average projection of a cylinder which fits tightly around all OMs). At these energies,
muonss that pass the detector at some distance can be reconstructed and contribute to the
effectivee area.
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Figuree 5.4: T i e effective area for
muons,muons, averaged over all upward
directions.directions. The average geometricalcal surface of the detector is also
shown. shown.
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Effective area for neutrinos

Thee effective area for neutrinos can be used to calculate directly the event rate due to a
fluxx of neutrinos ^„{Ev, 8, <p). It is defined as
RdRdetet(Ev,0,<f>) (Ev,0,<f>)

AAee«(E„,e, «(E„,e,
$„(E„,e,<p)' $„(E„,e,<p)'

(5.3) )

wheree <bv(Ev, 9, 4>) is defined as the flux of neutrinos before they enter the Earth. In
additionn to the detection efficiency, the neutrino effective area takes into account the
interactionn probability, the probability that the neutrino survives its journey through the
Earthh and the energy loss of the muons. Like the muon effective area, the value of the
neutrinoo effective area depends on the event selection criteria.
Thee angle averaged effective area for neutrinos is shown in figure 5.5 as a function
off the neutrino energy. The effective area for three distinct values of the zenith angle is
alsoo shown. The strong energy dependence is mostly due to the rise of the cross-section
off the neutrino interaction (see section 3.2.1). For vertically upward-going neutrinos, the
effectivee area is suppressed at high energies due to the absorption in the Earth.

10
10'
Evv (GeV)

5.2.33

Figuree 5.5: The effective area for
neutrinosneutrinos as a function of the
neutrinoneutrino energy for three differentent zenith angles 6 and the angleaveragedaveraged effective area.

Angular resolution

Thee angular resolution of the detector depends on the neutrino for two reasons. The
scatteringg angle between the neutrino and the produced muon depends on the neutrino
energyy (see figure 3.6). Furthermore, high energy muons are usually better reconstructed
thann low energy ones due to the increased production of Cherenkov light. The distribution
off the reconstruction error a ; i is shown in figure 5.6 for a neutrino spectrum proportional
too E~2. Also shown is the distribution of the error on the neutrino direction a„, which is
thee angle between the neutrino and the reconstructed muon.
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Figuree 5.6: Reconstruction error for
anan E~'2 spectrum of neutrinos for
allall reconstructed events and for selectedlected events. The resolution on the
muonmuon direction and the neutrino directionrection are shown.

Too characterise the overall pointing accuracy of the detector, the median of the reconstructionn error is used. The resolution thus obtained is shown in figure 5.7 for both
thee muon and the neutrino. Below about 10 TeV the resolution on the neutrino direction
iss dominated by the angle between the neutrino and the muon in the interaction, while
abovee that energy it is limited by the accuracy of the muon reconstruction. At the highestt energies, the angular resolution is smaller than 0.2°. For the events produced by a
neutrinoo flux with an energy spectrum proportional to E~2, the median resolution on the
neutrinoo direction is 0.24°.

5.2.44

Response curves

T h ee distribution of the energy of the neutrinos that produce detectable events depends on
thee energy spectrum. In figure 5.8, the distribution of the neutrino energy is shown for the
selectedd events assuming different neutrino spectra. For an energy spectrum proportional
too E~2, the most important energy range is around a few tens of TeV, whereas most
off the selected atmospheric neutrino events are due to neutrinos with energies of a few
hundredd GeV. Also shown in figure 5.8 is the fraction of atmospheric muon-neutrino
eventss remaining after including the effect of neutrino oscillations. In this figure, twoflavourr vacuum oscillations with maximal mixing and Am2 = 2.5 x 10~ 3 eV 2 have been
assumed.. The effect of neutrino oscillations on the total number of selected atmospheric
neutrinoo events is roughly 3% and has therefore been neglected in the analysis. The effect
off neutrino oscillations on the signal flux was discussed in section 1.2.4.
T h ee distribution of the energy of the muon when entering the detector and of the
reconstructedd muon energy is shown in figure 5.9 for various neutrino spectra. The muon
energyy is typically a factor 5 lower than t h e energy of the parent neutrino, which is mainly
duee to the muon energy loss during propagation to the detector. The reconstructed energy
off the muons is seen to be reasonably accurate for high energy events, as can be expected
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Figuree 5.7: The angular resolution of the detector as a function of the neutrino energy.
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Figuree 5.8: Distribution of the energyergy of the neutrinos that give rise
toto selected events in the detector
forfor three different power law spectratra and for the atmospheric neutrinotrino spectrum. Also shown is the
distributiondistribution of the remaining atmosphericspheric neutrino events after inclusionsion of the effect of neutrino oscillationscillations (this distribution is normalisedmalised to the distribution
without
oscillations). oscillations).
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fromm figure 4.18. For low energy events, however, the estimated energy is strongly biased
towardss higher values. One of the reasons for this bias is that some low energy events are
nott considered to be 'reconstructed' (see section 4.8); this is also the reason why there are
noo events with a reconstructed energy below 100 GeV. Furthermore, the energy estimator
doess not take into account the light from the hadronic shower that may play a role when
thee interaction occurs inside the instrumented volume. In [38] a set of criteria is suggested
thatt can be used to reject events with badly reconstructed energies. While these cuts were
indeedd found to reduce some of the bias for low energy events, they also reject about 20%
off the well reconstructed events. Since this inefficiency was thought to be more important
thann the gain from the improved accuracy of the energy reconstruction, this selection was
nott applied in the analysis.

Figuree 5.9: Left: Distribution of the muon energy for the atmospheric neutrino flux and
forfor three different power law spectra. Bight: Distribution of the reconstructed
muon
energy. energy.

5.2.55

Well reconstructed atmospheric muons

Ass discussed, atmospheric muon events that are reconstructed as up-going must be rejected.. However, atmospheric muons that are well reconstructed could be useful; e.g. for
calibrationn and alignment. In any case, the first physics events seen by ANTARES will
bee atmospheric muon events.
Thee distribution of the reconstruction error a,, for atmospheric muons is shown in
figurefigure 5.10. The normalisation of the figure corresponds to one day of data-taking. The
distributionn is also shown for the events remaining after application of the selection criteria
discussedd in section 5.1.2 (with the exception of cut 1).
Comparedd to the performance for up-going muons (figure 5.6), the selection efficiency
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iss much lower, but the selected events are reconstructed with roughly the same accuracy.
Despitee the low selection efficiency, 6800 events per day will pass the selection criteria.
Off these events. 4000 (490) are reconstructed with an error smaller than 0.5° (0.1°).

10 0

100
1
10
10
reconstructionn error a (degrees)

Figuree 5.10: Distribution of the reconstructionconstruction error a ; l for a one-day
samplesample of atmospheric muons for all
eventsevents and for selected events.
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Chapterr 6
Pointt source searches
Inn this chapter, a new method, called the Likelihood Ratio (LR) method, to search
forr point-like sources of neutrinos will be described and the resulting sensitivity of the
ANTARESS detector for point sources will be presented. The method will be described in
sectionn 6.3 and the results are compared to the expected sensitivity 1 of binned methods,
whichh are discussed in section 6.2. Finally, in section 6.6, the sensitivity of ANTARES will
bee compared to a number of flux predictions and to results obtained by other experiments.

6.11

Introduction

Thee presence of a point source of neutrinos could be indicated by an excess of events
fromm a certain direction in the sky. On the other hand, such an excess can be due to
atmosphericc neutrinos that, by coincidence, seem to come from the same point in the sky.
Afterr a period of data taking, a set of reconstructed and selected events will have been
collected.. The reconstruction algorithm provides estimates for the zenith and azimuth
angless 9 and <ƒ>. Furthermore, the time of detection t is recorded. From the reconstructed
neutrinoo direction and the detection time of the event, the corresponding celestial coordinatess are calculated (standard software is used for this [78]). We use 'equatorial'
coordinates:: right ascension a r a and declination S. As an example, the celestial coordinatess of the events in a one-year sample of selected atmospheric neutrino events are shown
inn figure 6.1. Due to the geographical location of the detector, the part of the sky with
declinationss higher than 48° is always above the horizon and is thus never observed by
ANTARES.. In contrast, the part of the celestial sphere with declinations below - 4 8 ° , is
alwayss visible. The region in between is visible during some fraction of the day.
Thee sensitivity of the search depends on the assumptions that are made about the
source.. Throughout this chapter, two cases will be considered:
Pulll sky search: In a full sky search, a source of neutrinos is searched for anywhere in
thee observable sky.
Fixedd point search: In this case, we try to determine whether there is a source of
lr

Thee term 'sensitivity' is sometimes defined as the average upper limit an experiment can set [77].
Heree the term is used, in general, as 'the capability to make a discovery'.
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<55 = +90°

<55 = -90°
Figuree 6.1: Skyplot showing the reconstructed declination and right ascension. The numberber of events corresponds to 1 year of data taking.

neutrinoss at one of a number of predefined locations in the sky. The candidate
sourcee locations could, for example, correspond to known gamma ray sources, which
mayy be expected to produce neutrinos.
Althoughh it is more restrictive, a fixed point search is more sensitive than a full sky
search,, since the probability that fluctuations in the background produce an excess is
smaller. .

6.22

Binned methods

Onee way to conduct a full sky search for point sources is to divide the observable sky into
square-likee bins and to look for a bin which contains an excess of events. For a fixed point
search,, a similar method can be used, where one counts the number of events that fall
withinn circular bins, which are centred on the coordinates of the candidate sources. In
thiss section, the discovery potential of these methods will be estimated for a point source
withh an E~2 energy spectrum. The objective of this exercise is to verify the validity
andd to quantify the improvement in performance of the more elaborated likelihood ratio
method,, which will be presented in section 6.3. A more detailed study of the performance
off ANTARES using binned methods can be found in [79].
Thee size of the bins will be chosen such that the probability of discovering a point
sourcee at the 3(5)cr Confidence Level (CL) is maximal. This probability is related to the
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numberr of background events in a bin, which is given by
-Yibgi g

RRbb^S)Ü^S)ÜhinhinAT, AT,

(6.1) )

wheree Qhin is the bin size, A T is the observation time, Rbg(S) is the rate of background
eventss per unit solid angle, which depends on the declination 5 of the bin and which is
shownn in figure 6.2. A T is the observation time, which we take to be one year.
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Figuree 6.2: Rate of selected atmosphericspheric neutrino events as a functiontion of declination.
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Iff no signal is present, the probability of observing at least Nc events is given by the
summ of the Poisson probabilities:
P(NP(N > Ne\(N)

= Nbg) = £ k=Nk=Nc c

hï

k\ k\

(6.2) )

Inn order to discover a signal at, for example, 3(5)CT CL, the probability of observing N or
moree events in any of the bins must be less than 2.7 x 10~ 3 (5.7 x 10~7) in the backgroundonlyy case. This can, to good approximation, be translated into the following requirement
onn a single bin:
22 7 If) - 3
P(NP(N > NC\(N) = Nhg) < —
,
(6.3)
wheree A'bins is the total number of bins.
Thee value of ./Vbins depends on the type of search. In the case of a fixed point search,
./Vbinss is simply the number of candidate sources under consideration. For a full sky search,
thee whole observable sky is filled with bins. In this case, the bin size is a function of the
declinationn and the total number of bins is given by
^bin(<5))

Whin n

" //

1

rfsin(<5),

(6.4) )

HO' '
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wheree the search region is denned by all declinations from —90° to +45°, which corresponds
too a total solid angle of about 10.7 sr.
Thee number of events needed in a bin for a 3(5)er discovery, Nc, may now be calculated
ass a function of the bin size for each value of the declination. As an example, the result
forr a full sky search is shown as the dashed line in figure 6.3 for a source at a declination
off —81°. This arbitrarily chosen value of the declination will be used throughout this
chapterr for various examples. It is clear that a small (large) bin size requires a small
(large)) number of events.
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Figuree 6.3: Dashed line: The numberber of events Nc required in a bin
atat 5 = —81° for a 3<r discovery as a
functionfunction of the bin size. Solid line:
MeanMean of the total number of signal
eventsevents N^ required from a point
sourcesource to have a 50% probability of
detectiondetection (at 3<r CL).
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Inn order to compare these results to the results from the LR method, we calculate the
expectationn value of the number of observed events in the bin {N)c so that there is a 50%
probabilityy that the actual number of observed events is at least Nc. The relation between
thee two follows from Poisson statistics2.
Thee expectation value of the number of events in a bin needed for a discovery is
thee sum of the expectation value of the number of background events in the bin and
thee expectation value of the total number of signal events observed from a source 7Vscig,
multipliedd by the binning efficiency c.
(N)(N)cc = Nhz(ühm) + e(ftbin)iVscig.

(6.5)

Thee binning efficiency is defined as the probability that the reconstructed coordinates of
ann event lie within the bin if the coordinates of its astrophysical source are contained in
it.. This quantity has been calculated for a source with an E~2 spectrum and is shown
inn figure 6.4 for the case of a fixed point search, where a circular bin is centred on the
coordinatess of the source, and for a full sky search, where the source is located at a
randomm position within a square-like bin. In the latter case, the binning efficiency is
reduced,, because the source may be located close to the edge of the bin.
Equationn 6.5 is used to calculate the number of signal events a source must produce
too yield a 50% chance of a discovery. For the full sky search, the result is shown in figure
6.33 as a function of the bin size. The discontinuities in the figure correspond to changes
inn the value of Nc, which occur at values of £\m where the inequality in equation 6.3 is
ann equality. In between the discontinuities, the number of required events decreases with
QQhmhm due to the increase in binning efficiency.
Thee optimal bin size is determined from figure 6.3 as the value at which the expectation
valuee of the number of required signal events is smallest (i.e. where the flux needed for a
discoveryy is lowest); this occurs just before a step3. From the figure one sees that if the
binss are chosen to be optimal for a 3<7 discovery, the number of signal events needed is
aboutt 9.1 for a source at a declination of -81°. The optimal bin size is about 0.95° x 0.95°
forr this declination. At higher declination, where there is less background, the optimal bin
sizess are somewhat larger. The corresponding binning efficiency is 60%. When optimised
forr a discovery at 5<r CL, the bin size is smaller: 0.85° x 0.85°.
Afterr the optimal bin size has been determined for each value of the declination,
equationn 6.4 is used to re-calculate the total number of bins. This procedure is repeated
(aa few times) until the result has converged. The result is a configuration of bins for which
equationn 6.3 is satisfied for each bin.
Thee final result is the discovery potential, which we have defined as the number of
signall events needed for a 3<r discovery in 50% of the experiments. This quantity is
calculatedd as a function of the declination and it will be shown in figures 6.13 (full sky
search)) and 6.17 (fixed point search), where it will be compared to the results obtained
withh the LR method.
22

(N)(N)CC is always smaller than Nc; the relative difference is typically less than 10% for the values involved
heree {Nc > 4).
33
At this point we make an assumption that is favourable to the binned method, since in reality, this
'fine-tuning'' of the bin size seems not feasible.
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Motivation

Thee binned methods described in the previous sections are well known ways to search for
pointt sources of neutrinos. The motivation to develop a new method is that such methods
doo not make optimal use of the following pieces of information:
T h ee e v e n t s o u t s i d e t h e bin: In order to reduce the background, the size of the bin is
chosenn such that a fraction of the signal events falls outside the bin. The information
containedd in these events is lost.
T h ee d i s t r i b u t i o n of t h e e v e n t s within t h e bin: Not only the number of events in
aa bin is important, but there is also information in the distribution of the events
withinn the bin. For a fixed number of events, there are still configurations of events
whichh 'look' more like they are the result of a point source than others.
T h ee e n e r g y of t h e e v e n t s : The reconstructed muon energies are, in general, distributedd differently for signal and background events (see figure 5.9). This informationn can be used, even when the energy spectrum of the signal is not known a priori.
Furthermore,, the angular resolution varies with energy; high energy events should
bee close to the source coordinates in order to be compatible with the point source
signal,, whereas low energy events may have a larger deviation.
T h ee angular error e s t i m a t e : The accuracy of the reconstructed direction varies from
eventt to event and is described by t h e error estimates provided by the reconstruction
algorithm. .
T h ee z e n i t h angle of t h e events: Typically, binned methods only use the celestial
coordinatess of the events. The expected number of background events can, however,
bee estimated most accurately from the zenith angle. Events from a range of azimuth
angless contribute to the events at a given declination. Therefore information is lost
whenn using only the celestial coordinates.
Thee likelihood ratio (LR) method, which will be introduced in the following sections, was
developedd with the objective to increase the sensitivity by making use of this information.
Itt will be shown that the new method indeed leads to an increase in the sensitivity
comparedd to binned methods.

6.3.22

Hypothesis testing

Searchingg for point sources involves testing the compatibility of the data with two hypotheses;; traditionally the default one is called HQ and the exceptional one is called Hi.
Inn our case they are HQ: "Only atmospheric neutrinos are present." and Hi. "In addition
toto the atmospheric neutrinos, there exists a point source of neutrinos".
Testingg the compatibility of the data with these two hypotheses is accomplished by
computingg the value of the so-called test statistic A(data), which can, in principle, be any
functionn of the data. The idea is to choose the test statistic such that, if H0 is true, it is
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expectedd to have a different value from the case where Hi is true. Thus, the value of A
indicatess whether the data is more compatible with H0 or with Hi. The distributions of
AA for H0 and Hi can be computed (numerically if needed). Using this information, one
cann define a set of values that is unlikely to contain A if Hi is true. This region is called
thee 'rejection region' w. If A lies within the rejection region, hypothesis H0 is 'rejected' in
favourr of Hi.
Itt is possible that A is contained in the rejection region, even though # 0 is true. In
thiss case H0 will be wrongly rejected. In our case this means that a discovery is claimed,
whilee in reality there is no source. The probability that this happens can be calculated
andd is related to the Confidence Level (CL) of the test:
11 - CL = P(X e u\H0).

(6.6)

Thee CL is usually chosen beforehand and it defines the rejection region.
Thee probability to reject HQ in favour of Hi if Hi is indeed the correct hypothesis is
calledd the 'power' of the test:
powerr = P(X e ÜÜ\HI).

(6.7)

Att a fixed level of significance, the power of the test corresponds to the sensitivity for
discoveringg the signal. It depends on the level of separation of the distributions of the test
statisticc for H0 and Hi, as is illustrated in figure 6.5. Searching for point sources with
optimall sensitivity is therefore equivalent to choosing the best test statistic, which is the
subjectt of the next section.

6.3.33

Likelihood ratio test statistic

Theree are many possibilities to choose the test statistic. In the case of a binned method,
forr example, the test statistic is 'the number of entries in the bin with the highest content'.
Inn the method presented here, the test statistic is defined as the ratio of the probabilities
off the data under the assumption that Hi respectively H0 is the correct model:
P(data|ifi) )
AA = IOE
_P(data|if 0 )_ _

(6.8) )

Thee corresponding test is called the Neyman-Pearson test, or likelihood ratio test [44, 80].
Itt has been shown to be the best possible test in case H0 and Hi are completely specified.
Here,, H0 and Hi have unknown parameters that need to be measured from the data, In
suchh cases it is customary to use equation 6.8, with the additional requirement that the
unknownn parameters are chosen such that the probability of the data is maximised:

P(data|#r r

AA = log

_P(data|ifgnax)_ _

(6.9) )

wheree # [ n a x is hypothesis Hi with the (unknown) parameters chosen such that P(da,ta\Hl)
iss maximal. In other words, maximum likelihood (ML) estimates are used to determine the
unknownn parameters. The background-only hypothesis H0 also has unknown parameters.
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Figuree 6.5: Illustration of hypothesis testing. The probability density functions of the test
statisticstatistic for H0 and H1 are shown. The rejection region to is the region to right of the
verticalvertical line. The filled regions are related to the confidence level and the power of the
test. test.

Forr example, the normalisation of the atmospheric neutrino flux is uncertain. However,
afterr a period of data taking, the ML estimators of the corresponding parameters can be
estimated,, and we can consider H0 to be fully specified. In the remainder of this chapter,
itt is therefore assumed that H0 does not contain unknown parameters.
Inn terms of the flux $(0, <f>, E, t), H0 can be written as
HH00::

<S>(e,0,E,t) = <5>hs{0,E),

(6.10) )

wheree <S>bg is the atmospheric neutrino flux, which is known to be independent of time
andd azimuth angle.
Itt is important that Hy is precisely defined, since the power and interpretation of the
searchh depend on what one is searching for. The most general hypothesis that we will
considerr for Hi is: In addition to the known background, there is a -point source, with a
powerpower law spectrum with (unknown) spectral index, and (unknown) normalisation at an
(unknown)(unknown) position in the sky. Hi can be written as
Hi:Hi:

$(0,<j>,E,t) =

E)E) + ^(e,<f,,E,t),

(6.11) )

wheree <3>sig is the neutrino flux from the point source, which depends on the time due to
thee rotation of the Earth. It can be expressed as
d$ s i g (0,, <£,£,£)

dEdü dEdü
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wheree 6 is the Dirac delta function and (0o,#o) ls the time dependent location of the source
inn the sky, which depends on the (fixed) celestial coordinates a r a , S. The spectral index
off the energy spectrum of the source is denoted by 7 and tp is the flux 'normalisation' 4 .
Inn the case of a full sky search, ML estimators have to be determined for the parameters
ip,ip, 7, ct ra , S, whereas for a fixed point search, only tp and 7 are free.

6.3.44

Expressions for the likelihood

Thee crucial ingredient for calculating the test statistic is the probability of the data for a
givenn hypothesis, i.e. for a given neutrino flux.
Afterr the reconstruction and selection procedures, the data will consist of a number
off uncorrelated events. The ith. event is characterised by the detection time tt and the
truee values of the neutrino's zenith and azimuth angles and energy: 6i,faand E{. The
observedd quantities are the reconstructed angles 9l, fa, the reconstructed muon energy E{
andd the time of the event tj. The time of the event can be determined with an accuracy
off about a millisecond, which makes the uncertainty on the event time negligible (t = t)
sincee the induced angular error is below 1 0 - 5 degrees.
Thee probability of obtaining a set of events (Oi, fa,Ei,ti) for flux $ is (see appendix A)
YYttloëP(kkÈloëP(kkÈiiM*)M*)
ii

= ^°ë[iï0ufaÈiM*)]

-<^tot)($) + C,

i

wheree N(6i, fa,Ei, ti\<&) denotes the expected density of events with the observed parameterss 0,4>,E,t per unit 5 solid angle, energy and time due t o the flux <ï>. (A r t o t )($) is the
expectationn value of the total number of detected events produced by the flux <£. The
constantt C does not depend on the flux and will be omitted in the remainder of this chapter,, since it plays no role in the calculation of likelihood ratios or maximum likelihood
estimates. .
Inn general, (Ntot) and N{9nfa,Ei,ti\$)
can be calculated from the flux $ and the
knowledgee of the detector behaviour. The total number of expected events is given by a
convolutionn of the effective area for neutrinos, Af, with the differential flux:
(iVtot)) = j A?(9, fa E)

m

°

d

^

t]

dQdEdt,

(6.14)

wheree the integration is over the live-time of the detector, over all upward directions and
overr all energies that produce events in the detector for the flux under consideration.
Similarly,, J\f(9i, fa,Ei,t-i) is given by
M(9,M(9,faÊ,t) = J P(ê, fa Ê\6,faE) Af (9,faE^V^'^dtodE,

(6.15)

4

Wee have explicitly made the term (gf^)
dimensionless, so that tp always has the same units (e.g.
G e V - 11 m - 2 s _ 1 ) , regardless of the value of 7.
55
Not e that the units used to express JV do not play a role since the factors resulting from a change of
unitss can be absorbed in the constant C.
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wheree P{9. (ft, E\9. <z>, E) is the probability density (per unit solid angle and per unit energy)
off obtaining reconstructed values 6, o and E when the true neutrino direction and energy
aree 9, (ft and E.
Inn general, the integral in equation 6.15 is difficult to evaluate and numerical integrationn is very time consuming. However, for the fluxes that are of interest here, some
approximationss can be made to simplify the expression.
L i k e l i h o o dd for t h e b a c k g r o u n d flux
Bothh the flux of atmospheric neutrinos and the neutrino effective area are known to
bee a smooth function of the zenith angle. In contrast, the function P(0,<p, E\9,0.E)
is
sharplyy peaked around the true direction (9, (ft): the angle between the reconstructed muon
directionn and the true neutrino direction is typically smaller than a few degrees, which is
smalll compared to the scales on which the flux or the effective area change significantly.
Thiss justifies the following approximation:
P(§,P(§, (ft, Ê\9, <ft, E) « b((p - 0)6(cos<9 - cos 9)P(Ê\E),

(6.16)

wheree P(E\E) is the probability density function for obtaining a reconstructed muon
energyy (E) as a function of the true neutrino energy (E). Using this approximation, the
densityy of expected events can be expressed as

N'HlkÊ)N'HlkÊ)

= I P{Ê\ E)Af(ê, i, E) d^°E

E)

dE.

(6.17

Thee expected total number of background events, which contributes to {iVtot} in equationn 6.13, can be calculated from equation 6.17 by integrating over E and the angles, and
byy multiplying with the live-time. However, this quantity gives a constant contribution
too the likelihood and it can therefore be neglected.
Inn practice, it will be possible to determine A/"bg directly from the data, since, in
firstfirst order, all events can be considered to be background. In this way, the influence of
systematicc uncertainties in the atmospheric neutrino flux and the effective area may be
reduced. .
L i k e l i h o o dd for t h e s i g n a l flux
Thee differential flux from a point source with a power law energy spectrum with spectral
indexx 7 is given by equation 6.12. Substitution into equation 6.15 yields
MMss^(ê,^(ê,

j>,Ê,t) = <p f P{9, l Ê | M , E)Af(B0(t,

c*ra, 5), 0 o (t, cvra, 6), E) ( ~ )

~''dE

Thee three-dimensional P D F P(8,4>, E\9,<p, E) has been factorised. One factor is
P(E\E),P(E\E),
which was introduced in equation 6.16. The other is the probability density
(perr unit solid angle) for obtaining the reconstructed muon direction (9, (ft) for a true
neutrinoo direction (0, (ft). This PDF is known as the point spread function (PSF), since
itt describes the distribution of the reconstructed coordinates if the events come from the
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samee point in the sky. The PSF is parameterised as a function of the angle a„ between
thee directions of the neutrino and the reconstructed union. The P D F of a,, is determined
forr each event separately from the true neutrino energy (E) and the estimate of the error
onn the muon direction a,, (see section 4.7.2). The expression for P(0, 0, E\6, <p, E, a^) thus
becomes s
(6.19)
P0,P0, <p, Ê\9, <p, E) = P(au\a^ E)P(Ê\E).
Thee factors P(au\aIA, E) and P(E\E) have been estimated from simulations as will be
discussedd in section 6.3.5. The expected density of events from the signal flux is then
MMssHlHl

kÈ,t)

= ipj

P ( a | d M , E)P(Ê\E)Af(00(t,

a™ Ó), 0O(*, a ™ 6), E) ( ^ )

~"dE.

(6.20) )
Ass expected, this expression contains four unknown parameters: the position of the source
(ctra,, Ó), the spectral index 7 and the flux normalisation <p.
Thee expectation value of the total number of signal events (Ns) gives the only relevant
contributionn to the term (N to t) in equation 6.13, since the expected number of background
eventss is constant (and can thus be absorbed in the constant C). It is calculated by

{N{Naa)) = <p J A?(8a(t,a^6),Mt,<xn,6),E)(^)~'rdEdt.

(6.21)

Forr speed, the integration over time of AeJ*(60(t,aTa-,6)) is performed by using a table
off the time-averaged effective area as s function of the celestial coordinates, which is
multipliedd by the live-time.
Inn conclusion, the calculation of each of the terms discussed in this section involves
onlyy the (one-dimensional) integration over the energy, instead of the three-dimensional
integrationn in equations 6.14 and 6.15. As a result, the computation is now fast enough
too be used in a practical search method.

6.3.55

I n g r e d i e n t s of t h e likelihood c a l c u l a t i o n

Knowledgee of the detector response is used in the search method to evaluate equationss 6.17, 6.20 and 6.21. The information used consists of three parts: the PSF, the
effectivee area and a table describing the behaviour of the estimate of the muon energy as
aa function of the neutrino energy.
Thee PSF has been parameterised because it is used directly for fitting the position of
thee source. The maximisation algorithm is expected to work better with smooth functions
thann with tabulated values. In contrast, the information on the behaviour of the energy
reconstructionn and the effective area are not used directly in the fit, but are convolved
withh the neutrino spectrum. Therefore, no parameterisations are needed for these two
quantitiess and tabulated values are used.
Pointt spread function
Thee point spread function is related to the P D F of a„, which was shown in figure 5.6
forr the case of an E~2 spectrum. Here, this PDF is parameterised as a function of the
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Figuree 6.6: Two examples of the distribution of the angle a„ between the neutrino direction
andand the reconstructed muon direction for two arbitrarily chosen bins in the neutrino energy
EE and the error estimate a^ obtained from simulations. The line is a fit to the data using
thethe functional form of equation 6.22. This parameterisation is used in the search method.

neutrinoo energy E and the estimated error on the muon direction, afl. The P D F was
parameterisedd for 12 x 8 bins 6 in hg(E) and log(d^) respectively, using the following
functionall form:
Q
2"

- ^ o cc
dotdotvv

(6.22)
4.
1 + aa„ + ooq,
Twoo examples of the distribution of the angle »„ and the fitted parameterisations are
shownn in figure 6.6.
T h ee point spread function used in the search method (i.e. the term P(a\all.E) in
equationn 6.20) is the probability density per unit solid angle. It is related to the P D F of
a„: :
P(a\a„E)=§P(a\a„E)=§)) = - ^ —
ailail

2TTsina„

^-.

da,,

Thee form of equation 6.22 was chosen such that equation 6.23 is well behaved for a„ = 0,
whichh ensures that no singularities occur in the likelihood function.
N e u t r i n oo effective area
AA plot of the neutrino effective area was already shown in figure 5.5. In the search method,
aa table of the neutrino effective area as a function of the neutrino energy and the zenith
anglee is used. The azimuth dependence of the neutrino effective area has been neglected
throughoutt this analysis in order to decrease statistical bin-by-bin fluctuations.
6

Inn some bins, not enough events were simulated to fit the data. In that case, values of a and b (see
equationn 6.6) were copied from bins with the same dM, but higher E.
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P D FF of t h e reconstructed m u o n energy
Thee probability density function of finding a muon with reconstructed energy E was
determinedd from simulations as a function of the neutrino energy Ev. It is shown in
figurefigure 6.7.

Figuree
6.7: Probability
density
functionfunction of the reconstructed muon
energyenergy as a function of the true
neutrinoneutrino energy.

** 'Ge

6.3.66

Likelihood maximisation

Too evaluate the test statistic, maximum likelihood estimates of the unknown parameters
off the signal hypothesis are needed. This means that values for a r a , 6, 7 and tp must be
foundd that maximise
logg P ( d a t a | a r a , S, 7, p) =
s

^^ log [^ (k

(6.24) )
hg

k Êh tt\a™, 5,7, <p) + Af (k k Êt (N(Nss)(a^,S)(a^,Snn,^), ,^),

wheree (iV s }(a ra , 6, 7, p) is the expectation value of the number of events due to the signal
fluxflux and jV slg (ö;, k Ei, ti\a™, S, 7, tp) is given by equation 6.20.
Forr any given source position (« r a , 5), the factor P(a\all, E) in equation 6.20 will only
bee non-negligible for events with reconstructed celestial coordinates that are close to the
sourcee position. It is therefore sufficient to evaluate only one cluster of events at a time.
Thee clusters are selected by a clustering algorithm. A cluster can be built around
eachh event by selecting all other events that are located within a cone with an opening
anglee of 1.25°. This opening angle is called the cluster size. It was chosen to be large
comparedd to the typical angular resolution in order to ensure that all relevant events are
selected.. However, it can not be chosen too large, since the number of clusters increases
veryy rapidly with the cluster size. The value of 1.25° was found to give an acceptable
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performance,, while the sensitivity is not degraded compared to larger cluster sizes. Note
alsoo that 1.25° is large compared to the optimal bin size found in section 6.2. To increase
thee speed of the algorithm, clusters with less then four events are not taken into account.
Itt was checked that such clusters have a negligible probability to produce a Scr effect.
Forr each cluster the likelihood maximisation is performed by the e04jyf function from
thee NAG library [69]. The fit is started with 7 = 2, p = 3 x l(T : i r r r V 1 and with the
coordinatess (aT*.ö) at the centre of gravity of the coordinates of the events. The fit
resultss in estimates of the position and the flux of the point source. The likelihood ratio
correspondingg to the fitted values can now be calculated as follows:

-- log [MhH^

0,. £ ^ b g ) ] - < A W ( $ s l g ) ,

(6.25)

wheree A/"slg is calculated using equation 6.15 with the fitted values for y?, 7. a r a and 6. The
summ in equation 6.25 is restricted to the events in the cluster.
T h ee cluster with the highest value of the likelihood ratio is considered the 'best' source
candidate.. This is not necessarily the cluster with the highest likelihood and therefore we
doo not. strictly speaking, use ML estimates for the source position.
Inn case of a fixed point search, a similar procedure is followed. In this case, the
clusterss are selected by selecting all events within an angle of 5° from the coordinates
off the candidate source. The parameters ip and 7 are then fitted to the events in each
cluster,, while the source coordinates are fixed. Again, the cluster with the highest value
off the likelihood ratio corresponds to the best source candidate.

6.44

Full sky search

Inn this section, the results of the method described in section 6.3 are presented for a search
forr a point source with a power law spectrum with unknown spectral index and flux at
ann unknown position. This means that the four parameters of the point source flux (the
sourcee position, the spectral index and the normalisation of the flux) were left free when
maximisingg the likelihood for the signal+background hypothesis.

6.4.11

Distribution of the test statistic

Thee distribution of the test statistic for the background-only case has been obtained
fromm a simulation of about 50000 one-year periods of data taking, containing, on average,, 3650 selected atmospheric neutrino events each. These samples were generated by
(over)samplingg a set of ~ 66 x 10 3 simulated events while randomly choosing the time
off detection and azimuth angle, both of which enter into the calculation of the celestial
coordinates.. In each one-year sample, the likelihood ratio is determined for an average
off 74 clusters of events. The highest value of the likelihood ratio is the test statistic A
obtainedd for the one-year experiment.
T h ee distribution of A for background-only experiments is shown in figure 6.8. A
discoveryy is made if the test statistic exceeds a critical value Ac. The value of Ac follows
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Figuree 6.8: Left: Distribution of the test statistic in case only background is present.
AnAn exponential function is fitted to the tail of the distribution to extrapolate to the bolevel.level. Right: Cumulative distribution of the test statistic ƒ, 4r^A. Indicated are the
probabilitiesprobabilities corresponding to the 3cr and 5(7 CL.

fromm the distribution of A in the case there is only background and from the desired
confidencee level (CL), since, by definition, f — CL = P(A 0 > A C |H 0 ). Values for Ac have
beenn determined from figure 6.8(right) for the confidence levels (CLs) of 1 — 2.7 x 10~ 3 and
11 — 5.7 x 10~ 7 , which are also known as the 3(7 and 5cr CLs. Due to the limited number of
simulatedd experiments, it was not possible to determine the value of Ac that corresponds
too the 5<7 CL by means of simulations. In order to estimate this value, an exponential
functionn was fitted to the distribution in figure 6.8, which is used to extrapolate to the
probabilityy corresponding to the 5a CL. This yields the following values for Ac for 3a and
5crr CLs: XI" = 16.3 and X5/ = 26.1.
Thee distribution of the test statistic for a source at a declination of S = —81° is shown
inn figure 6.9 for Ns = 3,6,9 and 12 detected signal events. As expected, the value of A
iss increased by the presence of the signal. Whereas Ns represents the actual number of
signall events that are detected (i.e. pass the selection criteria), only the expectation value
off Ns, (Na), can be calculated from a given neutrino flux. Ns is distributed according to
aa Poisson distribution with mean (Ns). The distribution of the test statistic for any value
off (Ns) can therefore be calculated by

P(M(NP(M(NSS))))

=£

NNss=0 =0

~{Ns) ~{Ns)
{N{N
p A ss

( N.\
l^)N.\

(6.26) )

Inn practice the summation is truncated when the terms become negligible 7
7

T h ee m a x i m a l value of N. in t h e simulations is 14.
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Figuree 6.9: Distribution of the test statistic for the background only case and for the case
wherewhere a number of signal events are present. The point source signal has an E~2 energy
spectrumspectrum and is located at a declination of —81°.

6.4.22

Examples

Ass an illustration of the LR method, three rare examples of clusters of events and the correspondingg value of the test statistic are shown in figure 6.10. The cluster in figure 6.10.a
consistss of only four events, but since three of them are located very close to the fitted
(andd true) source position, the likelihood ratio has a value of 19.20, which means that
thee source would be discovered at 3a CL. In contrast, when using the binned method
discussedd in section 6.2 at least 6 events are needed to discover a source at 3(7 CL at this
declinationn (see figure 6.3).
Thee cluster in figure 6.10.b is an example of a cluster that has a low value of the test
statistic,, 11.48, despite the relatively large number of events (i.e. 6). Typically, clusters
withh 6 signal events, have A « 15, but this cluster is more background-like due to the
largee angular deviations and the low values of the reconstructed energy of the events.
Finally,, the cluster in figure 6.10.C is an example of a background-only cluster that
hass a high value of the test statistic: A = 17.56. The probability that such a cluster (or
onee with a even higher value of A) appears in a one year background-only sample is about
10~ 3 .. Apart from the small angular separation between the events and the relatively high
energies,, the likelihood ratio of this cluster is large because it occurs at a declination
off 15°, where the number of background events is relatively low. As a consequence the
likelihoodd for the background hypothesis is low for this cluster, which enhances the value
off the test statistic.
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Figuree 6.10: Examples of clusters of events
andand the corresponding test statistic.
Filled
circlescircles represent signal events and open circlescles are background events. The log 10 of the
reconstructedreconstructed energy and error estimate (in
degrees)degrees) are indicated for each event, separatedarated by a '/'. The + denotes the fitted
sourcesource position, while -fa indicates the true
sourcesource position. The concentric circles have
radiiradii of 0.5° and 1°, and are centred on the
event that formed the seed of the cluster.
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6.4.33

Fitted source position

Forr each cluster, the source coordinates are fitted to the data. As a result, we obtain an
MLL estimate of the source location. In figure 6.11 this fitted source position is compared
too the true position of the source.
Thee resolution is defined as the median of the angular error on the source position,
similarr to the resolution of a single event (see section 5.2.3). As expected, the resolution
onn the source position improves as the number of detected events from the source, Ns,
increases.. The resolution could be expected to be approximated by a1=~2/\fWs, where
alal==~~22 is the median of the single-event resolution for an E~2 neutrino source, which is
0.23°.. The ML estimate of the source position is somewhat more accurate than this, as is
shownn in figure 6.11. In order to discover a source at 3rr(5cj) CL, about 6(9) events need
too be detected. The position of the source can then be determined with an accuracy of
aboutt 0.08°(0.07°).
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Figuree 6.11: Left: Distribution of the error of the fit of the right ascension and the declinationlination of the neutrino point source for a source producing 6 events in the detector.
Right:Right: Resolution of the determination of the position of the source as a function of Ns,
i.e.i.e. the number of events produced by the source. The dashed line indicates the 'naive
expectation'expectation' that results from scaling the single event resolution with 1/\fWs.

6.4.44

Discovery potential

Thee probability of discovering a source (i.e. the power of the test) at the 3(5)<r level is
givenn by the probability of P{X\{NS)) to exceed the value of Aj?CT (A^7), which was found
inn section 6.4.1. This probability is calculated using equation 6.26 and the result is shown
inn figure 6.12 as a function of (Ns) for a source at a declination of —81°.
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Figuree 6.12: The probability for the discoveryery of a point source as a function of the
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signalsignal events from the source (which is directlyrectly related to the flux of the source) at
thethe 3cr and bo level after one year of data
taking. taking.
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Ass a measure of the discovery potential, we take the number of events (or neutrino flux)
neededd for a 50% probability to discover the source. This quantity is shown in figure 6.13
andd is compared to the discovery potential obtained with the binned method described in
sectionn 6.2. Compared to the binned method, the LR method needs rougly 40(35)% less
eventss in order to make a 3(5)<r discovery after one year of data taking. Consequently,
thee LR method can discover a source at the 5a level, while it is only a 3a effect when
usingg the binned method. Using equation 6.21, the average number of events needed for
discoveryy can be directly translated into the normalisation of the required neutrino flux,
whichh is shown in figure 6.14. In order to make a ba discovery, a neutrino flux is needed
off roughly 1.4 x 10~ 3 E~2 GeV m~ 2 s _ 1 for the lowest declinations.
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Figuree 6.13: Discovery potential of
thethe search after one year of data
taking,taking, in terms of the expectation
valuevalue of the number of signal events
requiredrequired to yield a prohahility of
50%50% for discovery of the source in
aa full sky search as a function of
thethe declination of the source. Also
shownshown is the result obtained with
thethe binned method.

Discoveryy potential after t w o years of d a t a taking
Thee discovery potential was also determined for a two-year data taking period. The results
aree shown in figure 6.15. Since there are more background events in the two-year sample,
betweenn roughly 5% and 20% more events are needed, depending on the declination. As
aa result, the flux that can be discovered is a factor 1.7 to 1.9 lower than the flux that can
bee discovered after one year.

6.4.55

Exclusion limit

Iff a small value of the test statistic is observed, no discovery can be claimed, but the
existencee of an intense source of neutrinos can be excluded. This results in a declination
dependentt upper limit on the flux.
If,, after a period of data taking, a value A0 is obtained, then, all signal hypotheses
thatt would yield a value greater than A0 in at least 90(99)% of the cases can be excluded
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Figuree 6.15: Left: Number of events needed for a 3(5)cr discovery of a point source, after
twotwo years of data taking. Right: Flux needed for discovery of a point source after two
yearsyears of data taking.

att 90(99)% CL. As a characteristic value for A0, we take the median of the distribution
off the test statistic in case there is only background. Using a similar calculation as for
thee discovery potential, the corresponding flux limit is found in terms of the expectation
valuee of the number of signal events (Ns). The result is shown in figure 6.16. Since A0 is
thee median of the distribution, the result should be interpreted as follows: If there is no
pointpoint source of neutrinos, there is a 50% -probability that we will be able to set the limit
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Figuree 6.16: Left: Median exclusion limit for an E~2 source anywhere in the sky in terms
ofof the number of events produced by that source. The probability of being able to set this
limitlimit or a stronger one is 50% in the case that there is no signal. Right: Median exclusion
limitlimit on the (E~2) flux from a source anywhere in the sky.

6.55

Fixed point searches

Inn this section, the LR method will be used to 'search' for a source at a number of
predefinedd locations in the sky. This restriction increases the sensitivity for a source at
thee specified location by reducing the 'trial factor' that stems from searching at many
differentt locations in the sky. While it is unlikely that, in reality, the search will be
restrictedd to only one single point, the upper limit on the flux that is obtained from such
aa search is an important quantity, as will be explained in section 6.5.3.

6.5.11

Distribution of the test statistic

Forr a single-point search, the distribution of the test statistic A for the background-only
casee is shown in figure 6.17. In many cases, the fitted flux is zero, resulting in A = 0. In
thesee cases, the fluctuations in the background are less signal-like than the average backgroundd cluster. The tail of the distribution is approximately proportional to e~ sA , with
ss w 1. The fitted values of s vary between 0.92 and 0.99, depending on the declination.
Thee exponential distribution may be intuitively understood: for the background-only case,
thee probability to obtain a given likelihood ratio is inversely proportional to the likelihoodd ratio. Under the assumption that the ML estimates of the free parameters in Hx
aree normally distributed around the true values, it can be shown [80] that A is distributed
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data.data. Right: Cumulative distribution, indicating the probability to obtain a value of the
testtest statistic that is higher than the ordinate, fndicated are the probabilities
corresponding
toto the 3 a and 5<r confidence levels and the line corresponding with a probability of 50%.
TheThe line corresponds to the fit in the left figure.

accordingg to a x2(r) distribution, where r is the number of unknown parameters in Hi.
Thiss assumption in not strictly valid here, since the true value (ip = 0) is at the boundary
off the allowed region (ip > 0), which results in the peak at A = 0. However, when consideringg only the cases with positive tp, the distribution is reasonably well approximated by
aa x 2 (2) distribution, i.e. dP/dX ex x 2 (2) = e~A.
Iff multiple candidate sources are being considered, the test statistic is taken to be the
likelihoodd ratio of the most signal-like candidate (i.e. the one with the highest likelihood
ratio).. The distribution of the test statistic is shown in figure 6.18 for the cases where
100 and 100 candidate sources are being considered. The sources were assumed to have
randomm positions, uniformly distributed in sin(<5). The PDF of A scales linearly with
thee number of candidates for large values of A. This is expected as long as the candidate
sourcess are separated by angular distances much larger than the resolution of the detector.
Thee distribution of the test statistic when a signal is present is shown in figure 6.19
forr several values of the number of selected signal events. Again, the presence of one or
moree signal events results in an increase in the test statistic.

6.5.22

Discovery potential

Thee probability of discovering the source at the 3(5)a CL has been calculated from the
distributionss of A in the same manner as described in section 6.4.4. The number of signal
eventss needed for a 50% discovery probability is shown in figure 6.21 for the cases where
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right)right) are present in addition to the
background.background. The declination of the
-81°
sourcesource
is °
1,100 and 100 source candidates are considered.
Thee number of signal events required for a discovery with the binned method is also
shownn in figure 6.17. The LR method requires typically about 15% less events to discover
aa source. While this is a modest improvement, it means, for example, that 100 candidate
sourcess can be considered instead of 10 while retaining the same sensitivity for a 5cr
discovery. .
Thee neutrino flux needed for a discovery is shown in figure 6.17(right). It can be
comparedd to the flux needed for a discovery in a full sky search (figure 6.14). If the search
iss restricted to 10 sources, for example, the flux needed for a discovery is roughly half the
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6.5.33

Upper limits

Itt is unlikely that a point source search will be restricted to only a single point in the sky.
However,, the value of the test statistic obtained for a particular point in the sky can also
bee used to set an upper limit on the flux from that particular direction. The value of the
limitt depends on the observed value of the test statistic A0, which is distributed as shown
inn figure 6.17 under the assumption that no neutrino source is present. The mean value of
AA varies between 0.5(5 = —90°) and 0.2 (6 = 40°). The resulting mean number of events
fromm a point source that can be excluded is shown in figure 6.22 for 90% and 99% CL.
AA flux limit can be determined in this way for each point in the sky individually.
However,, the presence of a point source at any location is not ruled out by these limits,
inn contrast to the limits discussed in section 6.4.5.

6.66

Discussion

Thee LR method that has been presented in this chapter is a valuable tool for detecting
pointt sources with ANTARES. Compared to the more conventional binned method, the
discoveryy potential is increased by up to 40%. This means that sources can be discovered
att the 5er CL that can only be detected at about the 3cr CL with the binned methods.
Beloww some more aspects of the method are discussed.
A disadvantage of the LR method is its complexity. Both the principle and the
implementationn of the method are more complicated than for binned methods. Furthermore,, the LR method relies on knowledge of the detector response, which is
implementedd via parameterisations and tables of the point spread function, the
neutrinoo effective area and the response of the energy estimator. Inaccuracies in
anyy of these will result in a degraded sensitivity of the search method. However,
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thee probabilistic statements made will remain valid; i.e. the method does not requiree perfect knowledge of the detector response in order to accurately determine
thee significance of a cluster of events. Moreover, binned methods require knowledge
off the detector response as well. Knowledge of the angular resolution, for example,
iss used to optimise the bin size. The influence of systematic uncertainties in the angularr resolution, acceptance (effective area) and energy estimation on the sensitivity
shouldd be studied in the future for both methods.
The LR method was developed to be an optimal way to search for point sources:
att any confidence level, the discovery potential (power) should be optimal. The
derivationn in the first part of this chapter explicitly states the approximations made
thatt could lead, in principle, to degradation of the method compared to the full
maximumm likelihood ratio test.
The LR method does not require any optimisation. No special cuts are required on
thee input sample and there are no bin sizes to be optimised. The disadvantage of
suchh optimisations is that one needs to make a choice what to optimise for. A binned
methodd optimised for maximum discovery potential at e.g. 3a CL will, in general,
nott be optimal at other confidence levels nor for setting an upper limit. Note that,
inn the comparison with the binned methods, the bin size was always chosen to be
optimall for the stated CL.
By simply fixing or releasing parameters in the fitting routine that finds the most
likelyy signal hypothesis, one can change the scope of the search-method. For example
thee search could be restricted to look only for sources with a particular spectrum
orr to look only for sources at specific points in the sky. Each of these searches will
havee its own interpretation and discovery potential.

6.6.11

Comparison with models and experiments

Searchess for point sources of neutrinos have been conducted by various experiments. No
sourcess have been discovered, and upper limits on the flux have been published by the
MACROO [81] and AMANDA-II [82] experiments8. These are 'point-by-point' limits of
thee type discussed in section 6.5.3. The established limits are shown in figure 6.23 and
cann be compared to the limit that ANTARES expects to set in one year. The MACRO
resultss are for a live-time of 6.3 years. The AMANDA-II limit is obtained from 197 days
off data taken in the year 2000. It will be further improved as more data is analysed. Also
indicatedd is the limit that is expected to be set after one year of taking data with the
IceCubee detector, which is being built on the South Pole [84, 85] and is planned to be
completedd by 2011. In the northern hemisphere, ANTARES will improve on the present
limitss after one year of data taking. The flux needed for a 5a discovery is also shown in
thee figure. The limits set by MACRO do not exclude the possibility that ANTARES will
discoverr a source at 5a CL. For the part of the sky which is visible to both ANTARES and
AMANDA,, the latter experiment already excludes this possibility, although one should
8

AA search was also performed by the Super-Kamiokande [83] collaboration, but only limits on the
neutrinoo induced muon flux have been published.
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bearr in mind that the AMANDA limit in the figure represents the average limit and that
theree are source candidates for which the limit is higher.
Itt should be stressed that any inefficiencies due to dead time of the detector or high
levelss of optical background have been neglected in the calculation for ANTARES. Dependingg on the circumstances, the sensitivity presented here may only be reached after
severall years of operating the detector, especially since the optical background rate is often
muchh higher than 60 kHz, which is the value used in the simulations (see section 2.6).
AA number of flux models were already shown in figure 1.3. Most of the fluxes in this
figuree are too low to be detected by ANTARES, even after several years of data taking.
Thiss confirms the general notion that neutrino telescopes require an effective area of the
orderr of a km 2 . Nevertheless, the AGN core model [14] predicts fluxes in the sensitivity
rangee of ANTARES. Hence, the most luminous AGNs could be detected if a significant
fractionn of the non-thermal energy emitted by these objects is due to hadronic interactions.
Inn addition, figure 6.23 shows neutrino flux predictions for a number of Galactic microquasarss taken from [26]. The intense fluxes predicted imply that microquasars may
bee the first objects that will be detectable by neutrino telescopes. Many microquasars
showw strong temporal variability. The fluxes are given for the active state and may only
bee applicable for a fraction of the time. Furthermore, oscillations are not taking into
account,, so the expected flux of i^'s is actually a factor two lower. If these predictions
aree correct, ANTARES will start to be sensitive to the most intense microquasars within
aa year of data taking.
Finally,, a model for the neutrino flux9 [86] due to GRBs is shown in the figure. In this
model,, the neutrinos are due to accelerated protons, which interact first in the remnants
off the progenitor star (in this case mainly the hydrogen envelope) and later in internal
shockss in the GRB jet. GRBs could be detected [87] using external information (provided
byy satellites) by selecting events that are closely correlated to the GRB in direction and
time.. The search will then be virtually background free. The results presented here are
thuss conservative estimates for the discovery potential of ANTARES for GRBs.

9

Inn [86], the diffuse flux is given. We have integrated this over 2n sr, i.e. the instantaneous field of
vieww of the detector.
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A p p e n d i xx A
U n b i n n e dd likelihood
Inn this appendix the formula for the unbinned likelihood is derived by taking the expression
forr the binned likelihood and letting the bin-size go to zero. A similar derivation can b e
foundd in e.g. [88].
Considerr the case that the data consists of uncorrelated events and that each event is
characterisedd by k observed parameters xl, ...,xk. Then the events could be binned (into
ann N-dimensional histogram) and, for each hypothesis (or theory), the expectation value
off the number of entries in bin i is given by the A:-dimensional integral
V

tM(H)=tM(H)=
JJ binj

UUy

' 'dx\..dx\

(A.l)

u Jj

'

is the number density of expected events with observed parameters
wheree dN(-*T^J^
x 1 ,...,, xk for the hypothesis H and where the integration boundaries are the boundaries of
binn i. For small bins, the integral is proportional to the value of the P D F for the observed
parameterss of event i:
dN(x\,...,a*\H) dN(x\,...,a*\H)
( / / ) XX
(A
dx>...<bc*
"2)
Thee observed number of events r{ in bin i is distributed according to a Poisson distribution: :
P{rMP{rM = —

^

(A.3)

Thee total log likelihood is given by the sum of the log likelihood of the individual bins:
l o g P ( d a t a | H )) = £ l o g P ( r i | ^ ( t f ) ) .

(A.4)

ii

Iff the size of the bins is chosen sufficiently small, all bins will contain either zero or one
entries;; equation A.4 can then be written as
l o g P ( d a t a | t f )) = J2 M ^ e - " ' ) + ^

logfe^'),

( A -5)

wheree Bm indicates the collection of all bins with exactly m entries. This can be rewritten
as: :

logP(data|/7)) = Y, l°g(*) i£Bii£Bi
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Z

/*

i€all bins

(A6)

Unbinnedd likelihood

Thee second term is the total number of predicted events <-Vtot). The first term can be
expressedd as a sum over all events:

logP(data|if)) = Y,

lQ

g( A V ( ji""d^. | g ) ) - W<*> + C,
1

eventss

'"

(A.7)

"^

wheree we have used equation A.2. The constant C does not depend on the hypothesis H
andd therefore it plays no role when calculating ML estimates or likelihood ratios.
Forr brevity, we introduce the following definition:

M^m^f-fM,M^m^f-fM
whichh is the 'event density'. M{x\,..., .rf' |H) may be thought of as the number of events we
expectt within a certain interval around the measured values xj, ...,x^ for the hypothesis
H. H.

Example e
Ass a simple example, consider the case were N depends linearly on one of the model
parameters,, f. i.e. J\f(x], ...,xf\H(f))
oc if. The ML estimate of f can be calculated by
settingg £-\ogP(daia\H(f))
= 0, which yields
ff = MA,

(A.9)

wheree M is the number of observed events, and the constant A = 1 ^ 1 . Thus, the value
off ip is such that the expected number of events precisely equals the actual number of
observedd events: {Artot) = M , irrespective of the observed parameters of the events and
irrespectivee of the other model parameters. One may note the role of the term -(A r t o t ) in
equationn A.7: if this term were omitted, the likelihood would have no maximum (f — oo).
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Highh energy cosmic rays consist mostly of protons which are thought to be accelerated in
astrophysicall shock waves and which can initiate neutrino production by interactions with
photonn or matter fields in the accelerating region. Decay of the charged pions produced
inn these interactions leads to the production of high energy neutrinos. The detection of
highh energy cosmic neutrinos would therefore shed light on the question on the origin of
highh energy cosmic rays
Thee ANTARES collaboration is building a detector for high energy cosmic neutrinos
inn the Mediterranean Sea. The detector will consist of 900 photomultiplier tubes, which
aree enclosed in pressure resistant glass spheres and which are positioned along 12 flexible,
uprightt strings with a length of 400 m. This instrument will detect the Cherenkov light
producedd by muons that result from charged current interactions of muon-neutrinos.
Thee direction of muons is closely correlated to the neutrino direction, which allows
forr good angular resolution, provided that the direction of the muon is accurately reconstructed.. This reconstruction relies on accurate information on the arrival times of the
Cherenkovv photons on the photomultipliers. The timing resolution of the detector is expectedd to be about 1.3 ns. Analysis of data obtained during tests of a prototype detector
inn the laboratory has confirmed this value.
Inn order to estimate the performance of the detector, simulations have been performed
off the charged current neutrino-nucleon interactions, the propagation of the resulting
muonss from the interaction point to the detector, the production and propagation of the
Cherenkovv light through the instrumented volume and the response of the detector.
Thee algorithm for reconstructing muon tracks consists of several subsequent fitting
procedures,, which provide increasingly accurate estimates of the track parameters, but
whichh also require increasingly accurate starting points. The final procedure is a maximum
likelihoodd fit. The probability density function of the hit times used in the final fit takes
intoo account the background photons, which are due to decaying 40 K and bioluminescence.
Afterr the application of a set of quality criteria to select well reconstructed events, the
obtainedd angular resolution is dominated by the scattering angle between the neutrino and
thee muon for neutrino energies below 10 TeV. At higher energies, the pointing resolution
iss dominated by the error on the muon direction and is typically smaller than 0.2°.
Thee background caused by down-going atmospheric unions that are reconstructed as
ujvgoingg is rejected to the level of about one event per day by the selection criteria.
Thee remaining background is dominated by atmospheric neutrinos, which account for 10
selectedd events per day.
AA method was developed to search for point-like sources of neutrinos in the background
off atmospheric neutrinos. The method is based on a likelihood ratio test. In contrast t o
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moree widely used methods, this method takes into account all available information on the
reconstructedd direction of the neutrinos, the reconstructed energy and the error estimates
providedd by the reconstruction. Moreover, the loss of information due to binning effects
iss minimised.
Thee performance of the likelihood ratio method was evaluated for a full sky search
forr a point source of neutrinos with an energy spectrum proportional to E~2. In order
too discover the neutrino source at 3(5) a confidence level after one year of data taking, a
fluxflux of 1(1.4) x 10" 3 E~2 GeV m" 2 s^1 is needed, if the position of the source in the sky
iff favourable. This flux is about 35% smaller than the flux needed when using a method
whichh relies only on binning of the reconstructed celestial coordinates of the events. The
likelihoodd ratio method thus results in significant increase in the discovery potential.
Thee search method can also be used to set an upper limit on the flux from a particular
direction.. The average expected 90% confidence level upper limit that can be set by
ANTARESS after one year is between 5 x 10~4 and 2 x 10" 3 E~2 GeV m~2 s ~ \ depending
onn declination. This is an order of magnitude smaller than the present limits for sources in
thee southern hemisphere. According to model predictions of neutrino fluxes, ANTARES
willl be sensitive to the most intense sources after about one year of data taking.
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Dee atmosfeer van de Aarde wordt voortdurend bestookt, met zogenaamde kosmische straling,, die voornamelijk bestaat uit protonen en andere atoomkernen die ergens in het heelal
versneldd worden tot zeer hoge energieën. Men gaat er doorgaans van uit dat deze deeltjess versneld worden doordat ze veelvuldig heen en weer 'stuiteren' in de materie die met
hogee snelheid wordt uitgestoten door sommige astrofysische objecten. Daarbij kan men
bijvoorbeeldd denken aan de uitdijende schillen die overblijven na een supernova of aan de
'jets'' die worden uitgespuwd door de kernen van sommige melkwegstelsels. Hoewel dit
versnellingmechanismee veel van de waargenomen eigenschappen van de kosmische stralingg kan verklaren, is het echter nog niet gelukt vast te stellen welke objecten er precies
verantwoordelijkk zijn voor die versnelling. Dit komt onder andere doordat de elektrisch
geladenn deeltjes, waar de kosmische straling uit bestaat, worden afgebogen door de magnetischee velden die zich in het heelal bevinden. Daardoor is de richting van de op Aarde
gedetecteerdee deeltjes niet gecorreleerd met de richting waarin hun bron gezocht moet
worden. .
Eenn veelbelovende manier om uit te vinden waar de kosmische straling vandaan komt
iss het detecteren van kosmische neutrino's. Neutrino's zijn elektrisch neutrale, elementaire
deeltjess met de bijzondere eigenschap dat ze nauwelijks interacties aangaan met andere
deeltjes.. Als gevolg hiervan wordt hun richting niet beïnvloed door magnetische velden en
kunnenn ze de Aarde bereiken zonder geabsorbeerd te worden door interstellaire materie of
straling.. Neutrino's met een hoge energie (hoger dan ongeveer 100 GeV) kunnen geproduceerdd worden in interacties van hoog-energetische protonen met bijvoorbeeld fotonen.
Bijj zulke interacties worden geladen pionen geproduceerd die vervallen naar neutrino's.
Menn verwacht dat zulke processen zich afspelen in de bronnen van de kosmische straling;; daar worden immers protonen tot zeer hoge energieën versneld. Het observeren van
eenn neutrinobron aan de hemel zou daarom een sterke aanwijzing zijn voor de oorsprong
vann de kosmische straling; temeer omdat er nauwelijks andere processen denkbaar zijn
waarinn neutrino's met dermate hoge energie geproduceerd worden (dit in tegenstelling
tott neutrino's met energieën van rond de MeV, die geproduceerd worden in sterren en
supernovae). .
Dee geringe interactie die neutrino's hebben met materie, maakt ze echter ook moeilijk
tee detecteren. Daarom is een zeer groot detectievolume nodig om een redelijke kans te
hebbenn een signaal te zien. In dit proefschrift wordt de ANTARES detector beschreven,
diee een afmeting zal hebben van ongeveer 200 x 200 x 400 m 3 . Deze detector wordt
gebouwdd op de bodem van de Middellandse Zee, zo'n 40 km uit de kust van Frankrijk,
opp een diepte van 2,4 km. Het neutrino zelf kan niet direct worden waargenomen, maar
bijj een interactie van een muon-neutrino met een atoomkern in het zeewater of in de
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aardee eronder, kan een muon worden geproduceerd, dat wel waargenomen kan worden.
Doorr de hoge impuls van het neutrino is de richting van het muon nagenoeg gelijk aan
diee van het neutrino, zodat de richtingsinformatie behouden blijft. Dit muon is elektrisch
geladenn en zendt het licht uit wanneer het zich, met bijna de lichtsnelheid, door het
zeewaterr beweegt. De ANTARES detector zal bestaan uit 900 fotomultiplicatoren, die
ditt zogenaamde Cherenkov licht detecteren. Door de aankomsttijd van het licht op de
verschillendee fotomultiplicatoren te nieten, kan de richting van het muon worden bepaald.
Hiervoorr is een meetnauwkeurigheid van ongeveer 1 ns nodig. Tests die zijn uitgevoerd met
eenn prototype detector in het laboratorium hebben aangetoond dat deze nauwkeurigheid
inderdaadd gehaald wordt.
Eenn van de onderwerpen van dit proefschrift is de methode die gebruikt wordt om uit
dee aankomsttijden van het licht zo nauwkeurig mogelijk de richting en de positie van het
muonn te reconstrueren. Dit proces wordt bemoeilijkt door de aanwezigheid van achtergrondd licht, dat veroorzaakt wordt door natuurlijke radioactiviteit van het zeezout en door
lichtgevendee organismes. Tevens moet er rekening gehouden worden met verstrooiing van
hett licht in het water en het licht dat veroorzaakt wordt door secundaire deeltjes. De
ontwikkeldee methode heeft vier verschillende stadia, die een steeds nauwkeurigere schattingg geven van het muon spoor. In het laatste stadium wordt een 'maximum likelihood'
methodee gebruikt waarbij bovengenoemde complicaties worden meegenomen in de kansdichtheidsfunctie.. Van neutrino's met een energie groter dan 10 TeV kan zodoende de
richtingg worden bepaald met een nauwkeurigheid van ongeveer 0, 2°. Verder blijkt het
mogelijkk om met een paar simpele selectiecriteria slecht gereconstrueerde muonen van de
goedee te scheiden. Door alleen opgaande muonen te selecteren wordt de achtergrond van
neergaandee atmosferische muonen, die gemaakt worden in interacties van kosmische stralingg in de atmosfeer boven de detector, sterk onderdrukt. Zo wordt dus vooral de zuidelijke
hemell geobserveerd. De resterende achtergrond bestaat uit atmosferische neutrino's.
Eenn ander onderwerp dat in dit proefschrift beschreven wordt is een methode om te
zoekenn naar bronnen van kosmische neutrino's. Een astrofysische bron van neutrino's
zall aan de hemel een puntbron lijken. De observatie van een aantal neutrino's die uit
hetzelfdee punt aan de hemel komen, zou een indicatie kunnen zijn voor de aanwezigheid
vann zo'n puntbron, maar door de eindige meetnauwkeurigheid van de detector zullen de
neutrino'ss niet precies uit hetzelfde punt lijken te komen. We zoeken dus naar een cluster
vann neutrino's met ongeveer dezelfde gereconstrueerde richting. Zo'n cluster kan echter
ookk worden veroorzaakt door atmosferische neutrino's. Het zoeken naar een puntbron
komtt neer op het zo goed mogelijk onderscheiden van deze twee gevallen.
Dee meest gangbare methodes om naar puntbronnen te zoeken beperken zich tot het
tellenn van het aantal neutrino's dat zich in een cluster bevindt. De methode die in dit
proefschriftt beschreven wordt, gebruikt echter nog meer informatie. Zo wordt er gebruik
gemaaktt van informatie over de onderlinge positie van de neutrino's en van gemeten
waardee van de muon-energie. Door deze informatie te gebruiken wordt de gevoeligheid
vann de detector om een puntbron te ontdekken vergroot met zo'n 35%. Een bijkomend
voordeell is dat deze methode een nauwkeurige bepaling levert van de positie van de bron
aann de hemel.
Uiteindelijkk is een schatting gemaakt van de neutrino flux die nodig is voor een ontdekking.. Na een jaar waarnemen zal ANTARES de bestaande bovengrenzen voor de flux
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uitt bronnen aan de zuidelijke hemel verbeteren met ongeveer een factor 10 en zodoende
eenn waardevolle aanvulling zijn op de AMANDA neutrino telescoop op de zuidpool, die
reedss begonnen is de noordelijke sterrenhemel te bestuderen.
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